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A major challenge to achieve macroscopic conjugated polymer (CP) alignment leading to 
efficient charge transport stems from the intrinsic disordered and entangled nature of CP chains. 
Liquid crystalline (LC) CP design principles for directed alignment and their application to build 
a better understanding of charge transport in plastic electronics are discussed in this dissertation. 
First, molecular design parameters affecting the CP alignment are thoroughly investigated. The 
identified parameters, correlating with alignment characteristics via LC properties, are (a) the 
planarity of polymer chains; (b) intramolecular interaction moieties for induced chain planarity; 
(c) the effective bulkiness of side chains; and (d) surface energy of CPs. Second, cleavable side 
chains were introduced to the LC CPs as another design factor to achieve solvent-resistant highly 
aligned polymer films. The alignment behavior of the resulting new LC CP was examined in 
detail by adopting the floating film transfer method (FTM). In this method, an optimum amount 
of a high boiling point solvent was found to be vital to provide enough time for CPs to align. A 
high mobility anisotropy of ~14 was obtained through well-aligned CPs under the optimized 
condition. The subsequent side chain removal led to the formation of solvent-resistant highly 
aligned CP films. Overall, the outcomes provide insights into the realization of anisotropic 
properties of CPs in the solid thin films and offer an opportunity to enable a wide range of 
applications in organic electronics. 
FTM was employed as an interface engineering tool to investigate the charge transport of 
CPs in organic field effect transistors (OFETs). Although the transistor performance has been 
 xvii 
known to be critically affected by the polymer film-dielectric interface, it has been very difficult 
to isolate the contribution of CP alignment near the interface from that of the bulk film to the 
device performance. FTM has the capability of modulating CP alignment directions discretely in 
multilayered films, providing an opportunity to solve the daunting task. The resulting CP films 
prepared by FTM consisted of a bottom layer close to the polymer-dielectric interface and a top 
layer in contact with the source-drain electrodes. When the bottom layer had a parallel CP 
orientation and the CPs in the top layer were oriented perpendicular to the source-drain direction, 
the average hole mobility was larger by a factor of 3.3 than that of the opposite case. Moreover, 
OFET devices with combinations of the various bottom and top layer CP orientation directions 
revealed that the CP orientation direction of the bottom layer governed the overall device 
performance with a much smaller contribution from that of the top layer. These findings support 
that the CP alignment near the polymer-dielectric interface is a decisive factor for the charge 
transport in OFETs. Possible device performance enhancement through interface engineering is 
also demonstrated by investigating how the work function of electrodes can be modulated. 
Changes in the work function were demonstrated by means of electrophoretic deposition of ionic 
polyelectrolytes, electrospraying of a neutral polymer, and even after inserting an insulating 
spacer layer between a work function modifying layer and an electrode. The results consistently 
show that the work function can be controlled via a combination of the surface interaction and 
the charge-based through-space interaction, which can lead to the precise work function 





1.1 Conjugated Polymers and their Semiconducting Properties 
Conjugated polymers have drawn scientific attention, specifically with respect to their 
tunable material properties by careful molecular design. The readily tunable properties  
depending on purposes make the conjugated polymers suitable for various applications, for 
example, high planarity for efficient charge transport as in organic field effect transistors 
(OFETs),1,2 narrow bandgap for broad light absorption in the near-infrared range as in organic 
photovoltaic cells,3,4 high sensitivity for certain substances as in sensors,5–7 and high conductivity 
as in energy storage systems.8 Conjugated polymers also have several other advantages over their 
inorganic analogues, such as lightweight, low cost, flexibility, and solution processability.9–14 
These advantages along with the tunable material properties make conjugated polymers 
important as emerging semiconducting materials for electronic device applications. 
The semiconducting properties of conjugated polymers originate from the delocalized π-
electrons through alternating saturated and unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds along the backbone 
of the polymers.14,15 This electronic delocalization in a conjugated π-bond system via one 
unpaired π-electron per carbon provides an efficient pathway for charge transport. However, this 
conjugated system is often twisted and kinked and forms randomly oriented multiple domains, 
making the charge transport process slow down significantly.16,17 The intrinsically disordered 
nature of polymers is originated from the strong tendency of polymer chains to be intertwined 
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and entangled with one another. In order to overcome this rather limited charge transport 
properties of conjugated polymers as semiconductors, a tremendous amount of effort has been 
made as discussed in the following section. 
 
1.2 Approaches to Improve the Efficiency of Charge Transport in Conjugated Polymers 
1.2.1 Molecular Structural Approaches 
Charge transport along the polymer backbone (intrachain charge transport) in 
semiconducting polymer films is known to be much faster than interchain charge transport.16,17 
While this is critical, it is also important to notice that charges essentially move to multiple 
directions on the plane of the films, not just within a one-dimensional single chain. To be more 
specific, chains are intertwined and entangled with one another, so a number of chains participate 
in the charge transport process of the polymer films in any given case. Typical CP films of 
entangled polymer chains are composed of partially ordered (semi-crystalline) regions embedded 
in disordered (amorphous) regions, having complex microstructures (Figure 1.1). In order to 
build a deep understanding of charge transport with the complexity in these films, the formation 
of favorable microstructures associated with the polymer structure has been widely studied.18–23  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of the microstructure showing the coexistence of ordered 
(darker shadowed areas) and amorphous regions of a polymer film with disordered aggregates. If 
the molecular weight and the density of ordered chains are large enough, long polymer chains 
(highlighted in red) can connect the ordered regions, greatly improving charge transport.16 
(Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature Materials (Ref. 16), Copyright 
2013) 
 
For example, the highly ordered microcrystalline domains in poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
(P3HT) films were found to be critical to achieving high mobilities, which were largely 
dependent on the regioregularity of P3HT (i.e. the percentage of stereoregular head-to-tail 
attachments of the hexyl side chains to the 3-position of the thiophene rings in P3HT).18 The 
influence of the regioregularity on the conformation of P3HT chain at the single-molecule level 
was investigated through molecular dynamics simulations in another prior study.24 The 
simulation results clearly showed the ability of the polymer to form well-aligned structures in 
P3HT with high regioregularity (regioregular). In contrast, the P3HT chain with low 
regioregularity (regiorandom) was calculated to have a twisted structure because of the steric 
hindrance between the adjacent hexyl side chains of the polymer. In an experimental study with 
the same polymer, the charge transport pathways in the regioregular and regiorandom P3HT 
films were investigated by conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) mapping.25 The 
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conductivity map showed homogeneous fiber bundle-like structures with excellent electrical 
conductivity along the fiber bundles in the regioregular P3HT, while a much less ordered and 
inhomogeneous feature was found in the regiorandom P3HT. The highly ordered microstructure 
in the regioregular P3HT film led to an outstanding device performance of 2.9 cm2 V-1 s-1, which 
is more than an order of magnitude higher than that in the case of regiorandom P3HT. As 
discussed above, both the computational and experimental data corroborate the pivotal role of 
regioregularity in efficient charge transport of P3HT. Along the same line, research efforts have 
also been directed toward understanding how the regioregularity of other semiconducting 
conjugated polymers influences their charge transport properties.23 The Bazan group synthesized 
regioregular and regiorandom conjugated polymers containing pyridal[2,1,3]thiadiazole units 
and found that the regioregular polymer has two orders of magnitude higher mobility compared 
to the regiorandom counterpart, from 0.005 to 0.6 cm2 V-1 s-1.26 This result was explained through 
the morphological and structural analysis showing a higher degree of structural order in the 
regioregular polymer films.  
Besides the regioregularity control, significant attention has also been placed on the 
rigidity and planarity of the conjugated polymers to achieve efficient charge transport.2,27–29 This 
approach of making rigid and planar polymer chains is beneficial to a close interchain packing 
and an extended effective conjugation length, which can facilitate interchain and intrachain 
charge transport, respectively. As expected, reasonably high charge transport properties have 
been obtained from conjugated polymers with rigid and planar main chains.2,22,27–31 Interestingly, 
the reported efficient charge transport is often further improved by applying techniques to induce 
the alignment of polymer chains. For example, poly(diketopyrrolopyrrole-terthiophene) 
(PDPP3T), which was first reported by the Janssen group with an average hole mobility of 0.04 
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cm2 V-1 s-1 in the spin-coated films,30 exhibited a more than an order of magnitude higher 
mobility when the films were prepared by solution shearing.32 Poly(2,5-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-3,6-
di(thiophen-2-yl)diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione-alt-thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DPPT-TT) 
also showed a significantly increased mobility from 0.72 to 1.64 cm2 V-1 s-1 when the polymer 
chains were aligned by bar coating in comparison to the case of conventional spin-coating.31 
Taken together, the contribution of the processing techniques to the polymer chain alignment is 
absolutely not trivial. In this perspective, various film processing techniques to induce polymer 
alignment are reviewed in the following section.    
 
1.2.2 Development of Processing Strategies for Anisotropic Alignment of Polymer Chains 
A wide variety of powerful film fabrication techniques to align polymer chains have been 
extensively studied. Among the various methods for the alignment, meniscus-guided coating 
techniques, such as dip coating,33–35 zone casting,36,37 and solution shearing,13,32,38–42 have shown 
great potential for high performance and large-area solution-processable organic electronics. 
“Meniscus-guided” refers to a key feature of these techniques that is the evolution of a meniscus 
in solution, guiding the polymer solution and consequently controlling film formation triggered 
by solvent evaporation at the meniscus.43,44 For instance, in the process of the dip coating, a 
meniscus is formed where a substrate and a polymer solution meet. Within the meniscus, a 
concentration gradient is established by solvent evaporation, which induces fluid flow that 
produces the aligned polymer chains in the dip coating direction.43 Along this direction, the 
improved charge carrier mobility, which is about twice as high as along the perpendicular to the 
coating direction, was reported in polymer films of cyclopentadithiophene-benzothiadiazole 
copolymer (CDT-BTZ) by the Müllen group.33 By the dip coating method with different 
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substrate pulling speeds, the same research group articulated precisely controlled microstructures 
of polymer films resulting in a significantly large anisotropy of their charge transport 
properties.34 Another well-studied meniscus-guided technique is the solution shearing, which 
was first reported using small molecules in 2008 by researchers led by Dr. Zhenan Bao and later 
successfully applied to conjugated polymers.45 This technique requires a small volume of a 
polymer solution sandwiched between an angled blade on the top and a temperature-controlled 
substrate at the bottom. As the blade drags a polymer solution across the bottom substrate, 
solution evaporation-driven fluid flow occurs along the shearing direction.44 Compared to 
polymer films processed by other methods, such as spin-coating or drop-casting, largely 
enhanced charge transport properties have been reported with this shearing process in multiple 
studies.39–42 The efficient charge transport in the sheared polymer films was attributed to the 
aligned chains providing favorable charge transport pathways together with more close packing 
between polymer chains. Interestingly, the impact of the shearing process on molecular packing 
of polymers was found to be largely dependent on the structure of the polymers.38 To be specific, 
two polymers, poly(2,5-bis(3-hexadecylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT-C16) 
and poly(2,5-bis(thiophene-2-yl)-(3,7-dihepta-decanyltetrathienoacene) (P2TDC17FT4) having 
interdigitated side chains, exhibited change in lamellar spacing as a function of shearing speed, 
whereas a non-interdigitated P3HT showed no such change in its molecular packing under 
similar shearing conditions. This result suggests that even if an applicable polymer chain 
alignment technique exists, it needs to be accompanied by a systematic understanding of 
molecular structural properties in order to take full advantage of the technique. 
In addition to the meniscus-guided coating techniques, several other methods to induce 
polymer chain alignment have also been developed, such as mechanical force-assisted coating 
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techniques (e.g. mechanical rubbing, stretching),46–48 off-center spin coating,49–51 and the floating 
film transfer method (FTM).52–58 Among them, FTM deserves attention, as it specifically focuses 
on but is not limited to utilizing liquid crystalline (LC) conjugated polymers. Figure 1.2 
 
Figure 1.2 (a) Schematic illustrations and (b) the corresponding photographs of the film 
fabrication process by the floating film transfer method (FTM).54 (Reprinted by permission from 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.: Advanced Materials Interfaces (Ref. 54), Copyright 2018) 
 
illustrates the detailed polymer film formation process.54 First, a hydrophilic liquid is prepared as 
a substrate, and a small amount of hydrophobic polymer solution (~15 μL) is  dropped on the 
hydrophilic subphase liquid. This liquid is not miscible with the solvent of the polymer solution 
and assists in spreading the solution. While the solution spreads, the solvent evaporates, resulting 
in a highly concentrated region where the LC properties render a well-aligned polymer film on 
the liquid substrate. The plausible mechanism for the LC phase-assisted polymer chain alignment 
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is shown in Figure 1.3. The aligned film floating on the liquid is then transferred onto a desired 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic illustrations of (a) the LC state-assisted macroscopic polymer chain 
orientation by FTM58 (Reprinted by permission from Elsevier B.V.: Organic Electronics (Ref. 
58), Copyright 2017) and (b) the possible mechanism for polymer orientation during PB14TTT 
film formation on a liquid substrate.54 (Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.: 
Advanced Materials Interfaces (Ref. 54), Copyright 2018) 
 
substrate by stamping, followed by rinsing and drying at 80 oC. In this film formation process, 
several parameters play a decisive role in the alignment of the polymer chains. Starting with the 
pioneering study of FTM by Morita et al,52 systematic investigations of the detailed parameters, 
such as viscosity of the hydrophilic liquid, solvent evaporation rate, processing temperature, and 
polymer backbone structure, have been conducted.58–60 To illustrate, it was found that the 
viscosity of the hydrophilic liquid substrate largely affects the spreading speed of the polymer 
solution (Figure1.4a).59 Given that the film solidification occurs almost instantaneously while the 
solution spreads, the viscosity can be considered as a key factor to obtain well-aligned polymer 
chains in floating films. In another example, a certain polymer backbone structure turned out to 
be vital for obtaining a high degree of polymer chain alignment.60 This result was rationalized in 
terms of the intermolecular packing of polymer chains since FTM utilizes lyotropic LC phase 
transitions that are closely related to the intermolecular interaction among the chains. To be 
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specific, when polymer chains have strong intermolecular interactions leading to closely packed 
structures, the sliding motion between the polymer chains is limited, hampering the LC phase 
transition and lowering the effectiveness of the chain orientation compared to the case where 
polymer chains have enough freedom to respond to FTM (Figure 1.4b). This intermolecular 
interaction dependent LC properties affecting the degree of polymer chain alignment is in well 
agreement with an earlier study by our group that was designed to explore molecular design 
parameters with LC conjugated polymers.61 Clearly, thorough understanding of molecular 
structural features and their effect on polymer chain interactions is essential to properly exploit 




Figure 1.4 (a) Dichroic ratio as a function of mixing ratio in various liquid substrates. The insets 
show the polarized absorption spectra of the polymer films at water (wt), ethylene glycol (Eg), 
and glycerol (Gl), respectively.59 (Reprinted by permission from IOP Publishing Ltd.: Journal of 
Physics: Conference Series (Ref. 59), Copyright 2016) (b) Schematic illustrations of possible 
intermolecular packing structures for regioregular (top) and regiorandom (bottom) P3HT.60 
(Reprinted with permission from Elsevier B.V.: Thin Solid Films (Ref. 60), Copyright 2016) 
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1.2.3 Liquid Crystalline Properties for Facilitating the Alignment of Conjugated Polymers 
There is no doubt that macroscopic alignment of polymer chains facilitates efficient 
charge transport through improved p-orbital overlaps along the conjugated polymer 
backbone.62,63 However, it is still unclear what molecular design factors need to be in place to 
achieve the macroscopic alignment and induce a long-range ordering of CPs.  
LC properties of conjugated polymers have been appreciated as effective contributing 
factors to the molecular assembly of polymer chains leading to long-range ordering for efficient 
charge transport in organic electronics.64 This is because polymer chains in LC states have a 
strong tendency to align parallel to one another with extended chain conformation to relieve 
steric hindrance between adjacent chains. It has been generally accepted that conjugated 
polymers with high aspect ratios (i.e. ratio of the long axis to the short axis) can exhibit LC 
phases under certain conditions (e.g. temperature and/or concentration of the polymer solution). 
Also, various other factors like amphiphilic character, intermolecular interactions, and the 
persistence length of polymers come into play in determining the formation of the LC phase and 
the consequent polymer chain alignment.64–66 In most instances, the aforementioned factors can 
be controlled by the careful design of molecular structures. However, the complexity, originating 
from having many variables and the interrelationships among them, makes it difficult to clearly 
identify the required molecular design factors to encompass LC properties in conjugated 
polymers. Because of the lack of universally applicable design principles, LC phase-assisted 
polymer alignment leading to high efficiency in charge transport of the electronic devices has 
been limited mostly to polyfluorene copolymers,53,67,68 and polythiophenes and their 
derivatives,36,47,48,53–56,58,69–71 as summarized in Table 1.1; the structures of the polymers are 
shown in Figure 1.5. Nevertheless, the effect of LC phase-assisted alignment on the charge 
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transport is clearly demonstrated by the mobility anisotropies (i.e. the ratio between the 
mobilities measured parallel and perpendicular to the polymer chain alignment direction). In 
some cases, the anisotropic ratio of charge mobility depending on conjugated polymer alignment 
direction was found to be larger than 10.47,58,61,67,68 These high anisotropies reflect the successful 
polymer chain alignment through the LC phase, which can consequently lead to a significant 
increase in the charge transport efficiency. At this point, it should be noted that some of the 
polymers showing this efficient LC phase-assisted chain alignment were designed and often 
reported with a conventional spin-coating method.72,73 Therefore, an LC polymer structure 
combined with a suitable processing method will have a synergic effect in reaching significantly 
high anisotropies if the chain alignment through the LC phase is taken into consideration from 









PCDTPT-HD, R=2-hexyldecyl CP1, R=2-ethylhexyl
NR-P3HT
 






Table 1.1 Anisotropic optical and electrical properties of LC conjugated polymers by LC phase-assisted alignment methodsa 
 aμ// is the carrier mobility of the device when the source-drain electrodes are deposited parallel to the polymer chain alignment direction, and μiso is the carrier mobility of 
the isotropic device. bFTM is the floating film transfer method.  
Liquid Crystalline 









8-10 5-8 9×10−3 -2×10−2 3-5×10−3 
Spin coating on a rubbed 
polyimide alignment layer 
74 
5.5 40 2×10−2 - Photoalignment 67 
2.5 2.9 1.05×10−3 2.0×10−4 A modified FTM 53 
F8BT 7 10-15 8-12×10-4 - Nanoimprinting 68 
Polythiophene 
derivatives 
PB12TTT 6 72 1.8×10−2 μ// < μiso High temperature rubbing 47 
PB14TTT 
6.6 3-5 4×10−1 - Zone casting 36 
6.5 12.8 1.1×10−1 2.3×10−2 FTM 58 
2.2 1.5 7.5×10−3 5.2×10−3 A modified FTM 53 
4.8 4-5 1.52 8-9×10−1 Stretching 48 
13 10 4×10−1 7-9×10−2 FTM 54 
PB16TTT 15.6 - 6.2×10−1 0.1 





22 ~10 2.6×10−2 - A modified FTM 55 
5.1 7.1 5.0×10−2 6.7×10−4  A modified FTM 53 
- ~8 1.7×10−1 - Roll-transfer printing 71 
P3HT - - 1.07×10−4 2.11×10−4 FTM 56 
NR-P3HT 2.4 3.5 4.2×10−3 1.0×10−5 A modified FTM 53 
PCDTPT-HD ~1.3 - 5.52×10−3 1.97×10−3 Solution shearing 69 
CP1  9.8 ~1600 8.6×10
−1 10−3< μiso<10−2 Blade coating 61 
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1.3 Applications of Semiconducting Conjugated Polymers in Electronic Devices 
1.3.1 Device Structure of OFETs 
OFETs are three-terminal devices that use an electric field to control the flow of current. 
These devices consist of the organic semiconductor layer, the gate dielectric layer, and the three 
terminals (source, drain and gate electrodes). Depending on the position of the source and drain 
electrodes relative to the gate electrode, the OFET device configurations can be classified as 
coplanar and staggered. Also, each of the two device configurations (coplanar and staggered) can 
be further classified as either top gate or bottom gate configurations, depending on the position 
of the gate electrode. Accordingly, there are four different OFET device configurations: coplanar 
bottom gate, coplanar top gate, staggered bottom gate, and staggered top gate, as illustrated in 
Figure 1.6. Each device configuration possesses both advantages and limitations. For example, 
the charge injection area of the staggered configurations is larger than that of the coplanar 
configurations. This difference leads to a tendency of the staggered configurations to have a 
smaller contact resistance between the source and drain electrodes and the semiconductor 
layer.75,76 Regarding the top gate and bottom gate device geometries, the top gate structures are 
preferable especially when oxygen and/or moisture sensitive materials are used for the 
semiconductor layer. Since the semiconductor layer is covered with the gate dielectric layer in 
the top gate structures, the exposure to oxygen and/or moisture can be prohibited, thus protecting 
the sensitive materials.77 However, it is worth mentioning that the bottom gate type is relatively 
easier to fabricate compared to its top gate analogue. In the top gate structure, there is possibility 
of causing damage to an underlying semiconductor during the deposition of the gate dielectric 
layer on the semiconductor layer, which makes the process more difficult.78  
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A bottom gate staggered structure is used in this dissertation given the ease of fabrication 







Figure 1.6 OFET device configurations. 
 
1.3.2 Device Operation and Characterization of OFETs 
When a voltage (VG) is applied to the gate electrode, charges are accumulated at the gate 
dielectric/semiconductor interface (Figure 1.6, indicated by positive charges (+) as an example of 
a p-type OFET). The accumulated charges that form a conducting channel between source and 
drain generate a current (IDS) when a voltage (VDS) is applied to the drain electrode where the 
source is connected to ground. The output characteristics in Figure 1.7a show two operation 
regimes of transistors: linear and saturation. At a small VDS region, the FET works in the linear 





                                                (1) 
 
where μ is the field effect carrier mobility, Vth is the threshold voltage, which is the minimum 
voltage that is required to create a conducting channel between the source and drain electrodes, 
W and L are, respectively, the channel width and length, and Ci is the capacitance per unit area of 
the gate dielectric. Note that compared to the threshold voltage, a higher voltage has to be 
applied to the gate. When VDS equals VG-Vth, the transistor enters into the saturation regime. In 
this regime, the difference between VG and VDS is now below the threshold voltage, leading to the 
formation of a depletion region next to the drain electrode. This means that further increasing 
VDS has no effect on IDS and the current in this saturation regime can be derived from Eq. (2) by 
replacing VDS with VG-Vth. 
 
                                                    (2) 
 
In the saturation regime, the mobility that describes how quickly a charge moves through 
semiconductor when pulled by an electric field can be extracted by the slope of the plot of IDS
1/2 
as a function of VG at a fixed VDS, as shown in Figure 1.7b. When VG becomes larger than Vth, the 
transistor switches on and a thin conducting channel is formed. The ratio between the maximum 
and the minimum IDS (Ion/Ioff) is defined as the signal when the device is on over the signal when 





Figure 1.7 Output (left) and transfer (right) curves of a p-type OFET. 
 
1.3.3 Charge Injection and Work Function of Electrodes in OFETs 
In order to achieve high performance in OFET devices, efficient injection of charges 
(holes or electrons) from a metal electrode into a semiconductor layer, followed by charge 
transport through the semiconductor, is critically important. The injection efficiency is affected 
by charge injection barriers at the interface between the source/drain metal electrodes and an 
organic semiconductor layer. The injection barriers are determined by taking the difference 
between the energy level of the Fermi level (EF) of the source/drain metal electrodes, based on 
their work function, and the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) or the Lowest 
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) energy level of the semiconductor layers for either holes 
(p-type) and electrons (n-type), respectively.79 In the case of efficient hole injection, the HOMO 
energy level is close to the EF of the source/drain electrodes, leading to a small charge injection 
barrier.80,81 Gold is commonly used for the source/drain electrodes due to its high work function 
(~5 eV), which, in the majority of cases, matches well with the HOMO energy levels of p-type 
(hole-transporting) semiconductors.82 The energy level diagram of the source/drain electrodes-
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semiconductor shown in Figure 1.8 depicts how holes are injected in OFET devices when 
applying voltages to the electrodes.  
 
Figure 1.8 Energy level diagram of a p-type organic transistor, showing the transport of positive 
carriers from the source through the semiconductor to the drain in the case of a p-channel 
transistor. The transfer of negative charges into the semiconductor is blocked because of the 
large energy difference between the Fermi level of the contact and the LUMO energy level of the 
semiconductor.80 (Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry: Chemical 
Society Reviews (Ref. 80), Copyright 2010) 
 
1.4 Summary and Dissertation Outline 
This chapter provides introductory background information about conjugated polymers as 
semiconductors followed by a concise explanation regarding the intrinsic limitations of 
semiconducting conjugated polymers in charge transport in organic electronics (Chapter 1, 
section 1.1). The discussion in the following section (section 1.2) provides essential information 
about prior research to overcome the limitations. Specifically, the literature review in this section 
shows that past efforts have leaned heavily toward the development of processing strategies for 
anisotropic alignment of polymer chains using known CPs rather than designing novel CPs for 
the sake of aligning the chains in the first place. In this context, the polymer design for their LC 
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phase-assisted alignment is described as a strategy towards the inherently favorable chain 
alignment characteristics. Based on this strategy, Chapter 2 details the design parameters of LC 
conjugated polymers. The parameters identified through a systematic investigation with eight 
new polymers in this chapter are: (a) the planarity of polymer chains, (b) intramolecular 
interaction moieties for chain planarity, (c) the effective bulkiness of side chains, and (d) surface 
energy of the polymers. Chapter 3 introduces cleavable side chains to the aforementioned 
design requirements to enable the synthesis of an LC polymer to form solvent-resistant highly 
aligned films after the cleavage of the solubilizing yet cleavable side chains. The detailed chain 
alignment and solvent resistance of the polymer having cleavable side chains are investigated by 
means of FTM as an LC phase-assisted film fabrication method. With an optimum amount of 
high boiling point solvent during the film formation process, successful alignment was achieved, 
which was confirmed by a high anisotropy in optical absorption (~4.8) and charge mobility (~14) 
of the resulting films. The subsequent side chain removal allowed the films to acquire solvent 
resistance without sacrificing their aligned feature.  
This introduction chapter also provides fundamentals of organic transistors (section 1.3) 
as essential information for the discussion topics of Chapters 4 and 5, which are related to the 
importance of interface engineering for efficient charge transport in organic electronic devices. It 
has been widely accepted that the overall charge transport in OFETs is known to be governed by 
a thin effective charge accumulation layer near the polymer film/gate dielectric layer 
interface.2,83,84 Thus, the contribution of the semiconducting polymer films near the interface to 
the charge transport properties is critically important. Studies of this contribution have been 
conducted by controlling the thickness of the films.85–90 However, when the film thickness is 
changed, it is difficult to exclude the contribution of other factors. For example, controlling 
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thickness can affect the charge transport path and homogeneity as well as the thickness itself. As 
an effective approach to tackle the problem, Chapter 4 focuses on a unique feature of the 
previously adopted film fabrication method, FTM, which enables a discrete modulation of the 
polymer chain alignment direction for each layer in multilayered films. To be specific, the 
polymer films for OFETs discussed in this chapter were fabricated by FTM in a bi-layered 
structure where the bottom layer is close to the polymer/dielectric interface and the top layer is in 
contact with the source-drain electrodes. When the bottom layer had a parallel chain orientation 
and the chains in the top layer were oriented perpendicular to the source-drain direction, much 
higher mobility was observed as compared to the opposite case. OFET devices were also 
fabricated varying the polymer chain orientation directions of bottom and top layers. The 
performance of the devices was found to be determined dominantly by the orientation direction 
of the bottom layer. This is presumably because of the effective charge accumulation at the 
bottom layer/dielectric interface. These results point to that the alignment near the 
polymer/dielectric interface has a significant impact on the charge transport in OFETs.  
Chapter 5 also discusses the importance of interface engineering in high performance 
organic electronics. This chapter illustrates how we should understand the work function 
modification mechanism of electrodes in organic electronic devices. The experimental results 
from (1) electrophoretic deposition of ionic polyelectrolytes, (2) electrospraying of a neutral 
polymer, and (3) placing an insulating spacer between a work function modifying layer and an 
electrode consistently suggest that the work function can be controlled via a combination of the 
surface interaction and the charge-based through-space interaction. This comprehensive 
understanding provides a platform for the design and selection of the materials for work function 
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2.1 Introduction 
 Conjugated polymers (CPs) are emerging materials of interest for various optical and 
electronic applications, including sensors,1–5 security inks,6–9 and electronic devices.10–12 
Generally, CPs have a rigid conjugated backbone and flexible solubilizing side chains. Because 
of the one-dimensional (1-D) π-orbital overlap along their long rigid rodlike backbone, CPs 
exhibit anisotropic characteristics such as absorption, emission, and charge mobility. Therefore, 
the macroscopic alignment of CPs in solid thin films is essential in utilizing their interesting 1-D 
properties in applications. To quantify the degree of CP alignment, the dichroic ratio has been 
expressed as I///I⊥, where I// and I⊥ are the absorption or emission intensity parallel and 
perpendicular to the alignment direction, respectively. In the case of an isotropic (randomly 
oriented) CP film, the dichroic ratio is 1, which means no directional difference in absorption 
and/or emission intensity.  
 To fully utilize CP’s anisotropic optoelectronic properties in the solid state, a great deal 
of efforts has been devoted to devising various CP-processing methods including Langmuir-
Blodgett (LB) technique,13,14 mechanical rubbing,15–17 nanoimprinting,18–20 directional 
solidification,21–24 electrospinning,25–27 and prepatterned substrate28–31 or matrix32–38 induced CP 
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alignment.39 For example, fairly well-oriented films of poly(p-phenylene)13 and poly(phenylene 
ethynylene)s14 were obtained by the LB technique. CP chains are aligned in a monolayer at the 
air-water interface by repeated compression and expansion of the two barriers, and the aligned 
CP film was transferred to a substrate. The generated flow field when the substrate moves up and 
down through the air-water interface further induces CP alignment. Wittmann et al. reported 
oriented poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) films by directional crystallization on 1,3,5-
trichlorobenzene.22 Tensile drawing and electrospinning of CPs were also explored. CPs such as 
poly(2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MEH-PPV)36 and poly(2,5-
dialkoxy-p-phenyleneethynylene)s (PPEs)37 were dissolved with an ultra-high molecular weight 
polyethylene in a common solvent and cast to form a self-standing film followed by a uniaxial 
drawing of the film for an embedded CP alignment. The polymer blend showed anisotropic 
optical properties. For the CP alignment by electrospinning, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) have been widely utilized as a matrix. Electrospun nanofibers of 
polyfluorene/PMMA25 and MEH-PPV/PEO26 composites showed dichroic ratios of 4 and 13, 
respectively. On the other hand, the mechanical rubbing of the CP film has also been applied to 
achieve alignment, for instance, mechanically rubbed polydiacetylene films using a silicon 
cloth15 and P3HT films using velvet16 exhibited successful CP alignment. Nanoimprinting18 and 
mechanically rubbed polyimide substrate28 have been used to align liquid crystalline (LC) CPs. 
To be specific, the alignment of thermotropic LC CP chains to the rubbing direction of the 
polyimide film was observed with dichroic ratios ranging from 5 to 12, depending on the sample 
preparation conditions.28 Most recently, Segalman and coworkers have described 
macroscopically aligned CPs40 using a modified blade-coating method previously introduced by 
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Bao et al.41 They achieved the alignment of lyotropic LC CPs by controlling the steric repulsion 
between side chains and attractive interactions between aromatic backbones.  
 While these processing methods combined with specific types of CPs have achieved 
decent CP alignments, molecular structural design approaches to enable CP alignment have not 
been fully established. Our research group previously reported three design requirements to 
make lyotropic LC CPs having a directed alignment capability, and realized anisotropic 
optoelectronic properties from aligned CP films.42 The identified design requirements are (1) 
concentration-induced planarization unit (S-F interaction),  (2) bulky side chains linked to (3) a 
tetrahedral carbon linker.42 A CP that satisfies these three design parameters forms lyotropic LC, 
and is readily aligned to the direction of an applied shear field. The aligned CP1 film exhibited a 
high dichroic ratio of ca. 16, and the hole mobility of the aligned CP1 film was more than 2 
orders of magnitude larger than that of a randomly oriented spin-cast CP1 film. These 
preliminary results demonstrated the potential of CP alignment in manifesting the inherent 
optoelectronic property of CPs in various applications.  
 In this chapter, we further thoroughly investigate molecular structural parameters 
critically affecting the CP alignment characteristics beyond the previously defined design 
parameters: out-of-plane side chain linker, main chain planarity, bulky side chains, induced chain 
planarization unit and surface energy of CPs. We first verify the previously identified structural 
parameters for directed LC CP alignment. NCP1 is built with a new CP building block and 
satisfies all three design parameters while NCP2 has the bulky side chains connected to a 
nitrogen linker instead of a tetrahedral carbon linker. The other six CPs are newly designed to 
investigate the effects of the main chain planarity (NCP3, NCP4, and NCP5), the role of the 
branching point of side chains (NCP6), alternative concentration-induced planarization units and 
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the role of the surface energy of CPs (NCP7 and NCP8). As an application of the unique 
optoelectronic property of macroscopically aligned CP films, an organic thin film transistor 
(OTFT) was fabricated with an aligned CP1 film to demonstrate a multimode optical switching. 
Under polarized light illumination, decent photocurrent gain was observed depending on the 
alignment of the polarized light to the CP alignment direction, and the on-to-off switching ratio 
(Ion/Ioff) was large enough for this OTFT to operate in a multimode fashion, allowing both 
electrical and optical switching. The demonstrated multimode switching suggests a potential 
application of the directed CP alignment based on its anisotropic response to an anisotropic input 
signal. 
  
2.2 Results and Discussion 
Generally, CPs tend to aggregate due to strong π-π interactions between hydrophobic and 
rodlike conjugated backbones. Accordingly, to realize the directed macroscopic alignment of 
CPs in the solid state by exploiting their rodlike structure and large aspect ratio, individual CP 
chain should be mobile so as to be responsive to an applied external force field. The three design 
requirements, (1) concentration-induced planarization unit, and (2) bulky side chains linked to 
(3) a tetrahedral carbon, endow the CPs in a concentrated solution with certain interchain 
interactions as well as mobility, characteristic properties of a lyotropic LC so that the CPs can be 
effectively aligned under an applied shear flow.42 In a diluted solution, the twisted CP 
conformation together with bulky side chains prevents massive aggregation of CP chains. As the 
solvent evaporates, the built-in intramolecular S-F interaction induces the conjugated backbone 
to be planarized,43,44 which promotes interpolymer π-π interactions. Still, the large side chains on 
the out-of-plain tetrahedral carbon linker prevent strong aggregation and interdigitation. As a 
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consequence, mobile CP chains can be aligned with the direction of an applied force field. 
Indeed, the previously reported CP1 showed a birefringent texture and lyotropic LC 
characteristics only at a high concentration.42  
To systematically explore the proper molecular design parameters for directed alignment 
of CPs, eight new polymers (NCP 1–8) were designed and synthesized using Stille or Suzuki 
coupling polymerization. Synthetic details are described in the Experimental Section. The 
polymer purification and contact coating procedures for directed CP alignment have been 
reported previously.42 NCP1 has a cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b']dithiophene building block, 
substituting the cyclopenta[c]thiophene of CP1 (Figure 2.1a), but still satisfying the three 
previously identified design requirements by having the concentration-induced planarization unit 
via S-F interaction as well as the bulky 2-ethylhexyl side chains on a tetrahedral carbon linker. 
On the other hand, NCP2 has a nitrogen atom replacing the tetrahedral carbon of NCP1 as a 
linker to connect the bulky side chains, failing the efficient prevention of π-aggregation due to 
the lack of the out-of-plane side chain linker, tetrahedral carbon. These two new polymers are 
designed to verify that the design requirement of bulky side chains on a tetrahedral carbon linker 
to prevent massive π-aggregation is valid. 
To provide improved insight on the molecular design for directed CP alignment, we 
studied the effect of newly defined additional structural factors; main chain planarity and the 
branching point in bulky side chains (Figure 2.1b,c). NCP3 is built to have less-effective 
concentration-induced planarization because its fluorene unit, instead of the cyclopenta[2,1-
b:3,4-b′]dithiophene, has a relatively larger thienyl–phenyl dihedral angle due to the repulsion 
between the hydrogen atoms. In contrast, NCP4 and NCP5 have an intrinsically planar 
polythiophene backbone, and are used to examine whether an intrinsically more planar unit can 
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replace the 2,2'-(2,5-difluoro-1,4-phenylene)dithiophene having S-F interactions for the 
concentration-induced planarization. Three and two thienyl groups were placed between the 
cyclopenta[c]thiophene units in NCP4 and NCP5, respectively. This variation affects the spatial 
location of the side chains relative to the polymer backbone. While all of the side chains of 
NCP4 are located on the same side of the conjugated backbone, NCP5 with the bithiophene unit 
has its side chains alternating on the opposite sides of the main chain. On the other hand, NCP6 
is designed to understand the effect of the branching point of bulky side chains by substituting 2-
ethylhexyl side chains of NCP1 with 5-methylhexyl side chains (Figure 2.1c).   
 An alternative intramolecular interaction (S-O interaction) is implemented in CP 
analogues and examined to extend the design window. We directly replace the S-F interaction 
unit with the S-O interaction unit in NCP7 to investigate its capability as for the concentration-
induced planarization function and its effect on the CP alignment (Figure 2.1d).43,45–47 An 
important role of fluorine atoms in CP analogue effecting on the CP alignment characteristic by 
modifying the surface energy of CPs is perceived from the comparison between CP1 and NCP7 






Figure 2.1 Conjugated polymer design and defined molecular design parameters in this study. 
(a) Out-of-plane side chain linker. (b) Main chain planarity. (c) Side chain design: branching 
point of the side chain. (d) Concentration-induced main chain planarization and surface energy of 
CPs.  
 
It is worth to note that CPs, which are capable of directed alignment, have a distinct UV-
vis absorption trait: no aggregation band even in a highly concentrated solution (~100 mg mL-1) 
but largely red-shifted λmax in the solid state due to the concentration-induced planarization and 
intermolecular packing.42 Therefore, the simple UV-vis absorption analysis in the solution and 
the solid state can single out certain CPs for more systematic LC analysis and alignment test.  
Figure 2.2 presents the absorption spectra of the solutions and thin films of NCP1–NCP8. 
NCP1 shows a featureless absorption spectrum in solution, which can be attributed to the 
conformational disorders in the polymer backbone.48–50 The disordered and nonplanar polymer 
chains resulting in no discernable aggregation bands in the absorption spectrum of NCP1 were 
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presumably caused by the twisted phenyl group and bulky side chains on the tetrahedral carbon 
linker. A similar behavior was observed in the absorption trait of the CP1 as effective prevention 
of the interaction between polymer chains.42 However, in the solid state, NCP1 shows red-shifted 
λmax (~22 nm, Table 2.1) and an additional aggregation shoulder band due to the concentration-
induced chain planarization and interchain packing. Different from NCP1, NCP2 exhibits only a 
slight change between the absorption spectra of the solution and film. This spectral characteristic 
of NCP2 can be possibly associated with some pre-aggregates formed in the solution because of 
the strong interchain interactions.51 One plausible explanation for the preaggregated solution is 
the absence of the out-of-plane linker to prevent massive aggregation.42  
As shown in Figure 2.3a, NCP1, which satisfies the three previously identified design 
requirements, clearly shows a lyotropic LC phase in a highly concentrated solution (over 200 mg 
mL-1) and is aligned along the flow field direction with a dichroic ratio of 4.67 (Figure 2.3d, by 
contact coating, blade speed of 25 μm sec-1). The lyotropic LC formation and alignment behavior 
of NCP1 support that the previously suggested CP design parameters are applicable to different 
types of building blocks for the directed alignment of CPs as far as the molecular design features 
are satisfied. On the other hand, NCP2 which lacks the out-of-plane side chain linker does not 
show birefringence patterns under crossed polarizers (Figure 2.3b), confirming no lyotropic LC 
phase formation. As a result, NCP2 exhibits very minor alignment under shear flow (Figure 2.3d 
and Table 2.1). We conclude that bulky side chains on an out-of-plane side chain linker, 
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Figure 2.3 Optical microscope images of concentrated CP solutions (over 200 mg mL-1) under 
crossed polarizers: (a) NCP1, (b) NCP2, and (c) NCP3. Highly concentrated NCP1 and NCP3 
solutions exhibit birefringence under crossed polarizers. (the inset of (b): the corresponding 
bright field micrograph). (d) Dichroic ratio of the aligned CP films. Gaussian-predicted 
(B3LYP/6-31G (d) basis set) conformations of (e) NCP1 and (f) NCP3 in front view (left) and 















NCP1 6,800 8,800 1.3 510 532 4.67 
NCP2 7,300 9,700 1.3 504 510 1.4 
NCP3 2,500 4,200 1.7 424 428 1.6 
NCP4 8,100 16,700 2.1 538 536 1.11 
NCP5 8,200 10,500 1.3 544 542 1.25 
NCP6 7,000 10,400 1.5 526 544 1.2 
NCP7 20,200 38,100 1.89 495 518 0.98 
NCP8 2,600 3,100 1.2 423 444 1.51 
a Determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using chloroform as the eluent.  
 
Even though NCP3 has the same concentration-induced planarization unit (S-F 
interaction) and bulky side chains on a tetrahedral carbon linker, NCP3 films exhibit only a small 
red shift in the absorption λmax (~4 nm) compared to NCP3 in solution (Table 2.1 and Figure 
2.2), indicating inefficient chain planarization and intermolecular packing in the solid state. This 
observation can be explained by the relatively large thienyl-phenyl dihedral angle (25.8o, Figure 
2.3e,f) that restricts chain planarization, yielding small dichroic ratio (Figure 2.3d and Table 2.1), 
even though NCP3 forms a lyotropic LC phase in a highly concentrated solution (over 200 mg 
mL-1, Figure 2.3c). The relatively small molecular weight of NCP3 is also believed to be 
partially responsible for the small dichroic ratio (Table 2.1) because a larger aspect ratio would 
respond more efficiently to the applied shear field and consequently render a better alignment 
along the shear direction.52  
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The intrinsically planar NCP4 and NCP5 show a strong aggregation band at ca. 580 nm 
even in dilute solution (Figure 2.2a). No additional red-shift in the absorption λmax is observed in 
their thin films because both CPs retain a planar conformation and strong interchain aggregation 
in the solution (Table 2.1). Consequently, these two CPs exhibit almost no directional alignment 
under shear flow, which supports that concentration-induced planarization unit is an important 
design factor to prevent premature massive aggregation in dilute solution and provide the 
alignment capability to CPs.  
Interestingly, even though NCP6 is designed with the concentration-induced 
planarization unit and the 5-methylhexyl side chains on a tetrahedral carbon linker, it shows a 
distinct aggregation band at ca. 590 nm in its UV-vis absorption spectrum even in a dilute 
solution (Figure 2.2), indicating non-efficient prevention of aggregation. Consequently, NCP6 is 
not capable to form effective CP alignment under applied shear flow (Table 2.1). The distinct 
difference in aggregation and CP alignment behavior between NCP1 and NCP6 is attributed to 
the different branching point of the side chains. If the branch junction is close to the conjugated 
backbone like the 2-ethylhexyl of NCP1, the side chains provide effective steric hindrance 
between CP main chains so as to efficiently prevent π-π stacking. In contrast, 5-methylhexyl side 
chains of NCP6, which have the branching points away from the conjugated backbone, are less 
effective in preventing π-π interaction between CP backbones. Therefore, the chemical structure 
of the branched bulky side chains in the CP design turns out to be a crucial factor to accomplish 
the alignment of CP chains.  
To investigate S-O interaction as an alternative intramolecular interaction to substitute S-
F interaction, we replaced the fluorine atom of CP1 with two methoxy groups in NCP7. In 
solution, NCP7 shows the absorption maximum (λmax) at 495 nm and no aggregation, while in a 
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solid film, NCP7 exhibits a bathochromic shift of the peak from 495 nm to 518 nm with a 
distinct additional aggregation peak at 556 nm (Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1), which indicates an 
increased effective conjugation length caused by chain planarization and is very similar to how 
CP1 and NCP1 behave.53,54 NCP7 also shows a birefringence texture under crossed polarizers 
implying LC formation (Figure 2.4a).  
However, the NCP7 film deposited by contact coating shows no alignment (dichroic ratio 
~1, Figure 2.4b and Table 2.1). This discrepancy likely stems from the wettability (surface 
energy) difference between the two polymers. The two fluorine atoms of CP1 and NCP1 lower 
the surface energy of the CPs, different from NCP7 bearing two methoxy groups. This surface 
energy difference might have a significant impact on the wettability and arrangement of the 
polymer chains on a substrate and makes NCP7 respond differently under the same contact 
coating condition. Indeed, an interesting result has been published showing that the CP 
arrangement on a substrate is distinctly differentiated as the incorporated functional groups on 
the CP analogue differ. Cho et al. reported that the substituting methoxy groups with fluorine 
functional groups converted the CP arrangement from face-on to edge-on on a substrate.43  
To investigate the role of fluorine in the CP alignment beyond the concentration-induced 
chain planarization by intramolecular S-F interaction, we designed and synthesized NCP8 in 
such a way that we kept the same S-O interaction for concentration-induced chain planarization 
but added two fluorine atoms on the thiophene moiety to lower the surface energy of NCP8. The 
absorption behaviors of NCP8 are very similar to those of NCP7 even though NCP8 exhibited 
the shortest absorption λmax among the eight polymers, presumably due to its very low molecular 
weight (Table 2.1). We tried to improve the polymerization method but were unable to increase 
the molecular weight of NCP8. Interestingly, NCP8 exhibits birefringence texture under crossed 
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polarizers implying LC formation (Figure 2.4a) and is somewhat aligned along the contact 
coating direction with the maximum dichroic ratio of 2.37 and an average dichroic ratio of 1.51 
(Figure 2.4b and Table 2.1). We believe that the relatively small dichroic ratio of NCP8 was 
attributed to its small molecular weight and less planar geometry of its polymer chain similar to 
the case of NCP3. Taken together, these results imply that the fluorine atoms on the CP 
backbone affect the effective alignment of CPs along the applied shear field by providing 
suitable wettability and arrangement relative to the substrate.  
d                                  NCP8
25 μm 5 μm





















Figure 2.4 Optical microscope images of concentrated CP solutions (over 200 mg mL-1) under 
crossed polarizers: (a) NCP7 (top) and NCP8 (bottom). The boxed areas are enlarged in the right 
panels. (b) Dichroic ratio of the aligned CP films. 
 
To further understand how the chemical structure affects the backbone planarity, 
conformational preferences of the subunits of NCP1, NCP7, and NCP8 were studied. The initial 
geometries of the molecules were optimized using density functional theory (DFT) with 
B3LYP/6-31G (d) in Gaussian 09. After the optimization, the potential energy of each subunit at 
different dihedral angles was calculated while all other degrees of freedom were allowed to relax 
to an energy minimum. The dihedral angles were varied from 0 degree in 36 steps by 10 degrees. 
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For simplicity, side chains were replaced with methyl groups in the calculation. The potential 
energy surface (PES) scans of the thiophene (T)–cyclopentadithiophene (CPDT) for NCP1 and 
the T-cyclopenta[c]thiophene (CPT) for NCP7 showed the minimum energy at around 200o with 
a very small energy barrier (less than 0.5 kJ/mol) for the completely planar geometry (180o) 
(Figure 2.5a,b). For NCP8, the energy minima were obtained at dihedral angles of 230o and 130o, 
which correspond to twisted structures. More importantly, the steep and large energy barrier of 
18.0 kJ/mol for the planar conformation suggests that NCP8 likely maintains the twisted 
conformation. On the other hand, the PES scans around dihedral angles of 2,5-difluorophenyl 
(FP)-T for NCP1, DMP-P for NCP7, and 3,4-difluorothiophene (FT)-DMP for NCP8 indicate 
that weak intramolecular interactions such as S-F and S-O can improve the backbone planarity 
(Figure 2.5c,d). Interestingly, two different conformations of NCP1 at dihedral angles of 0o 
(360o) and 180o, which correspond to the S-F interaction and H-F interaction, respectively, have 
almost the same energy. The negligible preference between these two interactions has been 
reported in the literature.55 The role of H-F interaction in our molecular alignment system is 
unclear and needs to be addressed in future work, but this result implies that not only S-F or S-O 













































































Figure 2.5 Conformational geometry calculation of NCP1, NCP7, and NCP8. (a), (c) Chemical 
structures of the subunits for NCP1 (top), NCP7 (middle), and NCP8 (bottom). The shown 
dihedral angles of each structure are (a) 180o for thiophene (T)-cyclopentadithiophene (CPDT) 
and T-cyclopenta[c]thiophene (CPT), 0o for 2,5-dimethoxylphenyl (DMP)-CPT, and (C) 0o for 
all three structures. (b), (d) Potential energy surface scans of dihedral angles. FP, 2,5-
difluorophenyl, FT, 3,4-difluorothiophene.  
 
 Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXRD) measurements on NCP1, NCP7, and 
NCP8 films provide further evidence of the effect of fluorine atoms in CP analogues on the chain 
arrangement on a substrate. Figure 2.6 presents the GIXRD patterns of NCP1, NCP7, and NCP8 
films when the X-ray beam is parallel and perpendicular to the blading direction, and their line 
profiles along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. All GIXRD patterns show several 
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reflections with good orientation. These reflections can be indexed with a monoclinic symmetry, 
and their observed d-spacings are well matched with the calculated d-spacings as shown in 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3. The (100) reflections of NCP1 and NCP8 (at d100 = 12.97 and 28.17 Å , 
respectively) are located along the normal to the substrate (vertical direction), in both parallel 
and perpendicular patterns, indicating that the crystals of NCP1 and NCP8 have structures with 
their edges on the substrate, i.e., edge-on structures. However, in the case of NCP7, both (100) 
and (010) reflections (d-spacings are 21.03 and 4.18 Å , respectively) are located along the 
normal of the substrate in both parallel and perpendicular patterns, while the (010) reflection is 
broader than the (100) reflection at the azimuthal direction (Figure 2.6b). The difference of width 
in the azimuthal direction may indicate that the origins of these reflections are different from 
each other. The d-spacing value of the (100) reflection (21.03 Å ) indicates that the edge-on 
structure exists. The d-spacing value of the (010) reflection (4.18 Å ) is correlated to the spacing 
between the benzene rings. The orientation (location) and d-spacing value of the (010) reflection 
are also indicative of the face-on structure. A plausible explanation for the coexistence of the 
edge-on and face-on orientations could be due to the various competing factors, such as the size 
of the polymer repeating unit, chemical modifications, etc. To be specific, it has been reported 
that when the size of the repeating unit becomes larger, the polymer tends to have an edge-on 
dominant orientation.56 However, when it comes to the structure of the repeating unit, the 
methoxy-modified polymer is known to have face-on crystallites, whereas primarily edge-on 
crystallites are produced from its fluorine-substituted analogue.43 Therefore, the bimodal 
character (the mixture of edge-on and face-on orientations) of NCP7 can be understood by 
considering its methoxy-modified large repeating unit. Again, the results imply that the addition 
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of fluorine atoms on the CP analogue affects the arrangement of CP chains relative to the 
substrate, which results in the different behavior of CP alignment upon the applied shear field. 
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Figure 2.6 (a) Grazing incidence X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD) patterns of blade-coated NCP1 
(top), NCP7 (middle), and NCP8 (bottom) films when X-ray beam are parallel (left) and 
perpendicular (right) to the blade-coating directions. (b) Line profiles along the out-of-plane 
(left) and in-plane (right) directions of GIXRD patterns of blade-coated NCP1 (top), NCP7 
(middle), and NCP8 (bottom) films when X-ray beam are (i) parallel and (ii) perpendicular to the 
blade coating directions. The inset in the line profiles of NCP7 out-of-plane is for magnification 









Table 2.2 Miller indices of NCP1, NCP7, and NCP8 
No. 
NCP1 NCP7 NCP8 
hkl do (Å) dc (Å) hkl do (Å) dc (Å) hkl do (Å) dc (Å) 
1  100 12.97 12.97 100 21.03 21.03 100 28.17 28.17 
2  001 9.60 9.60 - 11.92 - 001 9.44 9.44 
3  110 6.96 6.96 - 9.23 - 110 7.13 7.13 
4  -110 6.14 6.13 - 6.43 - -210 6.22 6.23 
5  210 5.23 5.31 002 4.49 4.49 011 5.76 5.73 
6  -210 4.59 4.59 010 4.18 4.18 -211 5.15 5.20 
7  020 3.76 3.76 
 
002 4.68 4.72 
8  220 3.47 3.48 020 3.61 3.61 
 
Table 2.3 Unit cell structures of NCP1, NCP7, and NCP8 
 a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)    Crystal structure 
NCP1 13.0 7.5 9.6 90 90 81.6 Monoclinic 
NCP7 21.0 4.2 9.0 - - - - 
NCP8 28.2 7.2 9.4 90 90 85.5 Monoclinic 
 
Directed alignment of CPs can expand the utility of CPs in various optoelectronic 
applications. Here, we demonstrate a multimode switching of OTFT devices by fabricating the 
devices with an aligned CP1 film and achieving an optical gating effect under polarized light 
illumination. The OTFT devices were fabricated using a top-contact/bottom-gate configuration.42 
A heavily doped n-type Si/SiO2 wafer was used as a gate electrode and gate dielectric, and CP1 
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was aligned by contact coating on the phenyl trichlorosilane-treated Si/SiO2 wafer (Figure 2.7a, 
red arrow). Subsequently, the source and drain electrodes (Au) were deposited. From the drain 
current (IDS) - drain voltage (VDS) characteristics of the device, largely different photocurrent 
gains were observed depending on the relative orientation of the polarized light illumination (7.1 
mW cm-2) to the aligned CP1 chains (Figures 2.7b and 2.8). Especially, compared to the output 
current under no light illumination, the output current at a gate voltage (VG) of – 40 V was 
increased by ca. 4-fold when the device was measured under the illumination of polarized light 
in parallel to the CP1 alignment direction. On the other hand, almost no increase in the output 
current was observed when the polarized light illuminated in the perpendicular direction of the 
CP1 alignment. This anisotropic photocurrent gain demonstrates the realization of highly 
anisotropic optoelectronic properties of CP via directed alignment. Furthermore, it implies that 
the incident light can substitute the electrical gating as an independent input signal to generate 
charge carriers in the transistor. The on-to-off switching ratio (Ion/Ioff) under the light 
illumination was about 7.2×104 (Figure 2.7c), which is large enough for an OTFT to operate by 
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Figure 2.7 Multimode switching of the aligned CP1 OTFT device. (a) Schematic illustration of 
the optical switching setup of the aligned CP1 OTFT device. CP1 chains are aligned in the 
direction of the red arrow. (b) Drain current-drain voltage (IDS-VDS) curves of an aligned CP1 
OTFT device. The angle in the figure legend (0o, 45o, 90o) is the angle between the polarized 
incident light and the CP alignment direction. (c) Transfer characteristics of the aligned CP1 
OTFT device under dark and polarized light illuminations. 
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Figure 2.8 Drain current-drain voltage (IDS-VDS) curves of an aligned CP1 OTFT device at a gate 
voltage (VG) of (a) 0 V, (b) -10 V, (c) -20 V, and (d) -30 V, respectively. The angle in the figure 










2.3 Experimental Section 
2.3.1 Materials and Synthesis 
 All the chemicals and solvents for the synthesis were purchased from commercial 
suppliers (TCI, Acros, Sigma-Aldrich, and Fisher Sci.). The synthesis of monomers were 
conducted following the previously described synthetic routes.42,57-65 
2.3.1.1 Synthesis of 1,3-Dibromo-5,5-bis(((2-ethylhexyl)oxy)methyl)-5,6-dihydro-4H-
cyclopenta[c]thiophene (2)  
 Compound 1 is prepared as the previously described manner.42 Compound 1 (2 g, 4.89 
mmol) was added to dry chloroform (25 mL). Under Ar condition, the mixture was cooled down 
to 0 oC, and N-bromosuccinimide (2.18 g, 12.23 mmol) was added. After stirring 4 hrs at room 
temperature, the reaction mixture was poured into water and extracted with methylene chloride. 
The organic phase was dried over MgSO4, and the solvent was evaporated in vacuo. Column 
chromatography using the mixed solvent (methylene chloride : n-hexane = 1 : 1) as an eluent 
gave the product (2.397 g, 87% yield) as a colorless liquid (Figure 2.9). 1H NMR (500 MHz, 
CDCl3, δ): 3.32 (s, 4 H), 3.28 (d, J=6.0 Hz, 4H), 2.53 (s, 4H), 1.50 – 1.45 (m, 2H), 1.42 – 1.26 
(m, 16H), 0.91 – 0.84 (m, 12H). MS m/z (APCI+, relative intensity): 567 (M++1, 100), 409 (5), 
279 (10), 205 (5), 149 (29), 113 (19). HRMS (APCI+) calcd. for C25H42Br2O2S (M
++1) 
565.1345, found 565.1340.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 Synthesis of compound 2 for NCP4, NCP5, and NCP7. 
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2.3.1.2 Synthesis of 4,4-Bis(5-methylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b']dithiophene (3)  
 4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-b']dithiophene (0.2 g, 1.12 mmol), 1-bromo-5-metyl hexane 
(0.442 g, 2.47 mmol), potassium iodide (0.013 g, 0.076 mmol) were added to dimethyl sulfoxide 
(20 mL). The solution was cooled down to 0 oC followed by the addition of potassium hydroxide 
(0.201 g, 3.59 mmol) in small portions. After stirring overnight at room temperature, the reaction 
mixture was poured into water and extracted with methylene chloride. The organic phase was 
dried over MgSO4, and the solvent was evaporated in vacuo. Column chromatography using n-
hexane as an eluent gave the product (0.301 g, 72% yield) as a yellowish liquid (Figure 2.10).  
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.15 (d, J=4.9 Hz, 2H), 6.94 (d, J=4.9 Hz, 2H), 1.85 – 1.81 (m, 
4H), 1.44 – 1.36 (m, 2H) 1.15 – 1.06 (m, 4H) 1.05 – 0.99 (m, 4H), 0.95 – 0.88 (m, 4H), 0.79 (d, 
J=6.7 Hz, 12H). MS m/z (EI+, relative intensity): 374 (M+, 100), 289 (25), 275 (25), 203 (23), 
191 (32), 179 (33), 57 (23), 43 (27). HRMS (EI+) calcd. for C23H34S2 (M
+) 374.2102, found 
374.2106. 
 
2.3.1.3 Synthesis of 2,6-Dibromo-4,4-bis(5-methylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-
b']dithiophene (4) 
 Compound 3 (0.2 g, 0.534 mmol) was added to dry tetrahydrofuran (15 mL). Under Ar 
condition, the mixture was cooled down to 0 oC, and N-bromosuccinimide (0.209 g, 1.17 mmol) 
was added. After stirring overnight at room temperature, the reaction mixture was poured into 
water and extracted with methylene chloride. The organic phase was dried over MgSO4, and the 
solvent was evaporated in vacuo. Column chromatography using n-hexane as an eluent gave the 
product (0.245 g, 86% yield) as a yellowish liquid (Figure 2.10).  1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 
δ): 6.93 (s, 2H), 1.80–1.74 (m, 4H), 1.45–1.38 (m, 2H) 1.16–1.08 (m, 4H) 1.08–0.99 (m, 4H), 
0.95 – 0.86 (m, 4H), 0.81 (d, J=6.6 Hz, 12H). MS m/z (EI+, relative intensity): 532 (M+, 100), 
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453 (11), 354 (15), 283 (18), 270 (14), 84 (35), 57 (54), 43 (76). HRMS (EI+) calcd. for 
C23H32Br2S2 (M
+) 530.0312, found 530.0310. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Synthetic routes of compounds 3 and 4. 
 
2.3.1.4 Synthesis of ((2,5-Dimethoxy-1,4-phenylene)bis(thiophene-5,2-
diyl))bis(trimethylstannane) (6) 
 Compound 5 is prepared as previously described manner.59 Under Ar condition, 
compound 5 (0.5 g, 1.65 mmol) was added to dry tetrahydrofuran. At 0 oC, n-butyllithium (2.5 M 
in hexanes, 1.52 mL) was added into the solution dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred for 
30 min at room temperature, and trimethyltin chloride (1 M in tetrahydrofuran, 4.13 mL) was 
added. The mixture was further stirred overnight at room temperature. Then, it was poured into 
water and extracted with chloroform. The organic phase was dried over MgSO4, and the solvent 
was evaporated in vacuo. The product (0.54 g, 52% yield) was purified by recrystallization, 
which was conducted in ethanol (Figure 2.11). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 7.63 (d, J=3.5 
Hz, 2H), 7.23 (s, 2H), 7.19 (d, J=3.5 Hz, 2H), 3.932 (s, 6H), 0.39 (s, 18H). MS m/z (EI+, relative 
intensity): 628 (M+, 100), 466 (14), 299 (32), 165 (16), 84 (17), 49 (25). HRMS (APCI+) calcd. 
for C22H30O2S2Sn2 (M





Figure 2.11 Synthesis of compound 6 for NCP7. 
 
2.3.1.5 Synthesis of 3,4-Difluoro-2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (8) 
 A stirred solution of 2,5-dibromo-3,4-difluorothiophene (2.78 g, 10.0 mmol) in 
anhydrous THF (100 mL) was cooled down to -78 °C. n-butyllithium (24 mmol, 9.6 mL, 2.5 M 
in hexanes) was added dropwise to the mixture. After stirring at -78 °C for 1 hr, a freshly 
prepared 1 M trimethyltin chloride stock solution in THF (28.0 mL; corresponding to 5.58 g, 
28.0 mmol) was added slowly and the mixture was stirred for an additional 30 min before it was 
allowed to warm up to room temperature. The mixture was quenched with water, extracted with 
ether (350 mL). The organic layer was then washed with brine (1100 mL) and dried over 
anhydrous MgSO4. The solvents were removed under reduced pressure, affording a light yellow 
solid. The yellow solid was recrystallized three times from n-hexane to yield 2.49 g (55% yield) 
of a white crystalline solid (Figure 2.12).1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, δ):  0.39 (s, 18H); 
13C 
NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, δ): -8.56 (9CH3) 119.9 (d, J = 35.7 Hz, 2C-S), 151.8 (dd, J = 231.4, 
25.5 Hz, 2C-F); 19F NMR (470 MHz CDCl3, δ):  -132.40 (2F). 
 
Figure 2.12 Synthetic routes of compounds 8 and 9 for NCP8. 
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2.3.1.6 Synthesis of 2,5-Bis(4-bromo-2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-3,4-difluorothiophene (9)  
 Compound 7 is prepared as the previously described manner.63 An oven-dried round-
bottom flask was charged with starting materials: compound 7 (1.33 g, 4.48 mmol) and 
compound 8 (250 mg, 0.56 mmol) and 5 mol%, Pd(PPh3)4 catalyst (32 mg). Anhydrous toluene 
(5 mL) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred at 100 oC for 18 hrs to form a dark 
orange, fluorescent solution. Cooled down crude reaction mixture was dried with a small amount 
of silica gel and purified by chromatography: 10-20% CHCl3/n-hexane to removal excess of 
compound 7, 30-50% CHCl3/n-hexane to wash out the product. The solvent was evaporated, and 
the product (158 mg, 51% yield) was obtained as a bright yellow solid (Figure 2.12). 1H NMR 
(400 MHz, CDCl3, δ):  3.89 (s, 6H), 3.90 (s, 6H), 7.19 (s, 2H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 
13C NMR (125 MHz, 
CDCl3, δ): 56.5 (2CH3), 56.8 (2CH3), 111.5 (2C-Br), 112.8 (t, J = 4.4 Hz, C), 114.8 (t, J = 
5.5 Hz, C), 117.2 (2CH), 119.2 (2CH), 142.0 (dd, J = 264.0, 21.9 Hz, 2C-F), 150.2 (2C-O), 
150.3(2xC-O); 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, δ): -134.64(2F).  
 
2.3.1.7 General Procedure of Stille Type Polymerization  
 Under Ar conditions, the prepared monomers, compound 4 and 6 for NCP7 for example, 
were added (1:1 in equivalent) into an anhydrous toluene and N,N-dimethylformamide mixed 
solvent (5:1 in volume). After adding 5 mol% of tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (0), the 
reaction mixture was heated up to 120 oC and stirred for 12 hrs. End-capping was further 
conducted by adding 2-tributylstannyl thiophene and stirring for 6 hrs, followed by adding 2-
bromothiophene and stirring for another 6 hrs. The final CPs were collected via reprecipitation of 
the reaction mixture into methanol. The precipitated polymers were collected through a nylon 
filter, and further washed with n-hexane, methanol, and acetone in a Soxhlet apparatus to remove 
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the small molecular weight portion and catalyst residue. Only the part of CPs soluble to 
chloroform and toluene was obtained. For the alignment test, CPs were further purified through 
column chromatography using Cellite and Florisil as packing materials. The molecular weights 
of the synthesized polymers were measured by mean of gel permeation chromatography (GPC): 
NCP1 (Mn: 6800, Mw: 8800, polydispersity index (PDI): 1.3), NCP2 (Mn: 7300, Mw: 9700, PDI: 
1.3), NCP3 (Mn: 2500, Mw: 4200, PDI: 1.7), NCP4 (Mn: 8100, Mw: 16700, PDI: 2.1), NCP5 (Mn: 
8200, Mw: 10500, PDI: 1.3), NCP6 (Mn: 7000, Mw: 10400, PDI: 1.5), NCP7 (Mn: 20200, Mw: 
38100, PDI: 1.89) 
 
2.3.1.8 Synthesis of NCP8 via Suzuki Polymerization 
 A solution containing 2,2'-(5,5-bis(((2-ethylhexyl)oxy)methyl)-5,6-dihydro-4H-
cyclopenta[c]thiophene-1,3-diyl)bis(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane)42 (83 mg, 0.15 
mmol) and compound 9 (100 mg, 0.15 mmol) in toluene was degassed. Under Ar conditions, 5 
mol% of tetrakis(triphenylphospine)palladium (0) and tetraethyl ammonium hydroxide (20% 
solution) were added to the solution. Under Ar conditions, the reaction mixture was vigorously 
stirred at 95 oC for 12 hrs. Bromobenzene and boronic acid were added respectively to the 
mixture after polymerization. The reaction mixture was cooled down to room temperature and 
the product was precipitated in methanol. The precipitated solid was subjected to Soxhlet 
extraction with methanol, n-hexane, acetone, and chloroform. The chloroform soluble fraction 
was precipitated into methanol and filtered to afford NCP8. The weight-average molecular 




2.3.2 Spectroscopic Characterization 
 1H-NMR spectrum was characterized by a Varian, Inova 500 (500 MHz) and Varian, 
MR400 (400 MHz) in CDCl3 solution. 
19F-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were acquired on a 
Bruker Ascend 600 and Ultrashield 400Mhz spectrometers. Chemical shift values were recorded 
as parts per million relative to tetramethylsilane as an internal standard. Coupling constants were 
recorded in Hertz. Mass spectra were recorded on an Agilent Q-TOF 6520 system using electron 
impact ionization and atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization in positive ion detection mode. 
UV-visible absorption spectra were measured on a Varian Cary50 UV/Vis spectrophotometer. 
Photoluminescence (PL) of contact coated CP films were measured to verify dichroic ratio by 
mean of the ratio of polarized PL intensity, using PTI QuantaMasterTM spectrofluorometers 
equipped with a linear polarizer. 
 
2.3.3 GIXRD Characterization  
 GIXRD was performed on beamline 3C (incident angle: 0.16º) at the Pohang Accelerator 
Laboratory (PAL). The samples were mounted on a hexapod goniometer, and monochromatized 
X-rays (λ = 0.123 nm) under vacuum was used. The scattered beam intensity was recorded with 
a Rayonix 2D MAR165 CCD detector (20482018 pixels, pixel size 0.079 um). The diffraction 
intensity plots of the 2D GIXRD patterns were obtained using SAXS_FIT2D software provided 




2.3.4 Computational Details  
 To investigate the conformational preference of polymers, the DFT calculations were 
performed with the Gaussian 09 software. Molecular geometries of compounds were optimized 
using the B3LYP functional and 6-31G (d) basis set. 
 
2.3.5 Contact Coating of CP Solution 
 The CP solutions were prepared in a concentration of 2.5 mg mL-1 in o-dichlorobenzene, 
containing 5 vol% of 1,8-octanedithiol. Substrates were cleaned by sonication in a sequence of 
water, acetone, and isopropanol for 15 min each, followed by UV/O3 treatment for 10 min 
(UV/Ozone ProCleaner, BioForce Nanosciences). The cleaned substrate was placed on a hot 
stage, and the gap between the substrate and contact coating blade was controlled as 50 μm with 
standard polyimide film including micro-gauge. The CP solution was spread onto the substrate 
and coated by moving blade (speed: 25 μm sec-1) at 140 oC. 
 
2.3.6 OTFT Device Fabrication  
OTFT devices were fabricated in a top-contact/bottom-gate configuration. The n-type 
Si/SiO2 wafers (thermally grown SiO2, 260 nm) were cleaned by sonication in a sequence of 
water, acetone, and isopropanol for 15 min each, followed by Piranha solution treatment. 
Phenyltrichlorosilane (PTS) layer was formed on the cleaned wafers by means of spin coating. 
Then, CP1 film (80 nm) was fabricated onto PTS treated Si/SiO2 wafer by means of contact 
coating. Source and drain electrode deposition (Au, 100 nm) was subsequently performed onto 
the CP1 film through shadow mask (channel width: 200 μm, channel length:100 μm). The device 




In summary, the molecular design parameters to realize directed CP alignment are 
systematically investigated and expanded with eight newly designed polymers, especially for the 
structural parameters critically affecting CP alignment characteristics: out-of-plane side chain 
linker, main chain planarity, branching point of bulky side chains, induced chain planarization 
unit, and surface energy of CPs. The previously identified molecular design rules were validated 
by NCP1 that is designed to satisfy the three requirements: (1) concentration-induced 
planarization unit, and (2) bulky side chains linked to (3) an out-of-plane carbon linker. A 
detailed study regarding the backbone planarization has been conducted using NCP3, NCP4, and 
NCP5. The rather large dihedral angle of NCP3 results in a significantly lower dichroic ratio 
compared to that of NCP1. NCP4 and NCP5, which have an intrinsically planar conformation 
even in the dilute solution, are not free from π-π aggregation and thereby no alignment can be 
achieved due to premature CP aggregation in the solution. The side chain form factor to prevent 
massive aggregation is critically important (NCP6). Only if the branch junction of side chains is 
near the conjugated backbone so that the side chains provide effective enough steric hindrance, 
π-π stacking between CP main chains can be efficiently prevented. We have further investigated 
the role of fluorine atoms in CP analogue beyond the concentration-induced planarization 
function through S-F interaction (NCP7 and NCP8). It is confirmed that lowering the surface 
energy of CPs is an imperative role of fluorine to control the arrangement of CP chains on a 
substrate (edge-on or face-on), which critically affects directed alignment of CPs upon applied 
shear field. In this contribution, multimodal switching is also demonstrated with OTFT devices 
having an aligned CP film. The device exhibits significantly different photocurrent gains 
depending on the relative orientation of the polarized light illumination direction to the CP 
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alignment and an excellent on-to-off switching ratio of 7.2×104. Our results provide insightful 
molecular design strategies for directed self-assembly and alignment of CPs to fully realize their 
anisotropic optoelectronic properties in various device applications.  
 
2.5 Author Contributions 
 Kyeongwoon Chung,* Da Seul Yang,* Woo-Hwan Sul, Bong-Gi Kim, Jongho Kim, 
Geunseok Jang, Min Sang Kwon, Maciej Barłóg, Taek Seung Lee, Soo-Young Park, Mohammed 
Al-Hashimi, Jinsang Kim Molecular Design Approach for Directed Alignment of Conjugated 
Polymers Macromolecules, 2019, 52, 6485–6494. (*equal contribution) 
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Alignment of Lyotropic Liquid Crystalline Conjugated Polymers in Floating Films 
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3.1 Introduction 
Liquid crystalline (LC) conjugated polymers (CPs) combine benefits from both LC and 
CP properties. In other words, they not only possess the unique LC features of self-assembly and 
molecular alignment by external treatments, but also show flexibility, solution processability, 
and structure tunability from the molecular design of CPs. A combination of these properties 
offers significant advantages for the development of highly aligned polymer films promoting 
efficient charge transport characteristics in organic electronics.1–4 Sirringhaus et al. reported that 
enhanced mobilities were achieved in poly-9,9-dioctyl-fluorene-co-bithiophene (F8T2) by 
aligning polymer chains parallel to the charge transport direction.5 Another LC polyfluorene 
copolymer, 9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole (F8BT), showed mobility anisotropies of 
10-15 and 5-7 for hole and electron transport, respectively, when the conjugated backbones were 
aligned along the direction of nanolines formed by a nanoimprinting process.6 We also reported 
LC CP design rules and demonstrated a hole mobility of 0.86 cm2 V-1 s-1 along the polymer 
alignment direction that is 1600 times faster than that perpendicular to the polymer alignment.7 
Recently, Bridge and coworkers presented that different intermolecular interactions of lyotropic 
cyclopentadithiophene-based polymers contributed to the formation of macroscopically aligned 
polymer films by varying flexible side chains.8  
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Although many previous studies elaborated distinct advantages of LC that lead to a 
charge transport anisotropy in polymer films,5,6,9 the structural diversity remains a challenge 
because of the lack of systematic analysis on correlations between the molecular structure and 
LC behavior of CPs. In this work, a newly designed LC CP, poly(bis(5-(dodecyloxy)-2-
nitrobenzyl)-1-(5-(2,5-difluoro-4-(thiophen-2-yl)phenyl)thiophen-2-yl)-4H-
cyclopenta[c]thiophene-5,5(6H)-dicarboxylate) (CP1-P), is being synthesized. Specifically, this 
polymer has o-nitrobenzyl ester (ONB) side chain, which is one of the most commonly used 
photocleavable moieties,10–12 but has not been widely applied for lyotropic LC CPs. We 
confirmed that the polymer forms typical schlieren-like texture at a highly concentrated LC 
phase. This proves comparability of the photocleavable side chains with our previously reported 
design rule for LC CPs.7 Because of its LC character, the polymer showed a unique 
intermolecular interaction leading to a uniaxial alignment during the film formation process by 
the floating film transfer method (FTM).13–15 This method was first reported with poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) by Morita et al.16 It is similar to Langmuir-Schaefer technique except 
that controlling a surface-pressure to make a compact film is not required. To be specific, a small 
drop of hydrophobic polymer solution is put on the surface of subphase hydrophilic liquid. The 
solution then spreads out rapidly over the liquid followed by a thin and uniform film formation. 
Several factors, such as temperature and viscosity of the hydrophilic liquid, solvent, and 
backbone structure, affecting this film formation process have been investigated.17–19 Very 
recently, a modified FTM with a customized slider to provide a directional force has been also 
introduced using poly(3,3‴-didodecyl-quaterthiophene) (PQT-12), which is one of the widely 
studied polymers as the charge transporting layer in organic field effect transistors (OFETs).15  
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We found an interesting new phenomenon in the solvent composition for FTM. Although 
it has been shown that using a high boiling point (BP) solvent induces strong self-assembly and 
large crystalline grains of polymer chains,20,21  the complete replacement of a low BP solvent 
with a high BP solvent resulted in negative impact on the polymer chain alignment in FTM.18 
Instead, we systematically controlled the solvent composition by using a high BP solvent as an 
additive to provide adequate time for polymer chains to self-assemble while maintaining a low 
BP solvent as the primary solvent for CPs to undergo lyotropic LC phase transition. The 
precisely controlled amount of high BP solvent brings about a slow evaporation and uniform 
morphology without losing the alignment feature. This produces remarkably enhanced optical 
anisotropy and charge-carrier mobility compared to the case of polymer solutions without 
containing any high BP solvent. Moreover, the polymer chain alignment was essentially 
maintained after cleavage of ONB side chains, yielding solvent-resistance, which can be useful 
for a solution-based multilayer processing in organic electronics.  
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
Our group reported previously a molecular design principle of lyotropic LC CPs which 
states the following three points: (1) the interaction between sulfur and fluorine atoms, which is 
weak enough not to induce interpolymer aggregation but will make chain planarization in a 
highly concentrated regime only; (2) introducing two bulky side chains to prevent interdigitation 
of the side chains between lamellar layers; (3) the tetrahedral carbon to minimize undesired 
massive interpolymer aggregation.7 As one approach to expand the previously established design 
principle, we have been interested in modification on side chains without sacrificing LC 
properties. Even if incorporating side chains to CPs is a common strategy to make the polymers 
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solution processable for OFETs, the side chains do not contribute to charge transport properties 
because they are electrically insulating. For this reason, we assumed that removing side chains 
after a film formation might be beneficial for more efficient charge transport. We chose ONB 
esters as photocleavable side chains not only because of their photo responsivity but also because 
of their bulkiness to provide sufficient solubility before the cleavage. The detailed synthetic 
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Figure 3.1 (a) The normalized absorbance spectra of CP1-P in chloroform (blue solid line) and 
solid state (grey dashed line), respectively. (b) UV-vis absorption spectra of CP1-P films at 
various layers. (c) The linear relationship between the absorbance of λabs
max and the number of 
layers. The 1st and 2nd layers were irradiated with 365 nm light, and then rinsed with chloroform. 
The inset shows a schematic illustration of the multilayer film. (d) Chemical structures of before 




The absorption profiles of CP1-P in solution and the solid state were almost identical, 
indicating that the polymer has a similar structural order in solution as in the film state (Figure 
3.1a).  To remove the photo-labile ONB side chains, the spin-casted films on glass substrates 
were irradiated with UV light (365 nm). UV irradiation resulted in the side chain cleavage and 
after CF rinsing the absorbance intensity and absorption maxima of the CP film remained intact 
because of the removal of the solubilizing side chains. The nonirradiated third layer having ONB 
side chains was completely removed by the same CF rinsing as shown in Figure 3.1b. The 
cleavage of side chains clearly displayed that it makes the polymers insoluble, enabling the 
deposition of consecutive layers from the same solvent without disrupting the bottom layers 
(Figure 3.1c,d). Continuously, optical anisotropy of films prepared by another film formation 
method, FTM, was investigated (Figure 3.2). A uniaxial alignment of polymer chains 
perpendicular to the radial direction in a spreading polymer droplet on subphase liquid is induced 
by this method. The dichroic ratio (DR), defined as DR=Aparallel/Aperpendicular, where Aparallel is the 
maximum absorbance of polarized light parallel to the alignment direction, and Aperpendicular is the 
maximum absorbance of polarized light perpendicular to the alignment direction, was calculated 
at 573 nm. The calculated DR of 4.8 under optimum conditions gives clear evidence of the 
uniaxially aligned polymer chains. In addition to the DR value reflecting the absorbance intensity 
difference depending on the polarized light, it is worth mentioning that the absorption maximum 
is red-shifted by 5 nm for CP1-P, when films are prepared by FTM compared to that of the film 
by spin-casting (Figures 3.1a and 3.2a). The absorption of longer wavelength together with much 
stronger main peak (565-575 nm) intensity compared to the second peak (520-530 nm) can be 


































































Figure 3.2 (a) Polarized UV-Vis absorption spectra of CP1-P film from the solution in CF with 3 
vol% DCB. The inset represents the directions of linear polarizer (black lines) and polymer chain 
alignment (red arrow), respectively. (b) Dichroic ratio (DR, the bar graph) and order parameter 
(S, the blue solid sphere) as a function of CF-DCB blend ratios. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation. All films were formed by FTM on the subphase liquid of ethylene glycol-
glycerol blend (1:1 v/v). 
 
The effect of solvent composition for the polymer solution and hydrophilic subphase 
liquid (ethylene glycol-glycerol blends) on the DR values are presented in Figures 3.2b and 3.3. 
Also, the order parameters (S), defined as S = (DR-1)/(DR+1), where DR is the dichroic ratio, 
were calculated for each solvent composition.23,24 Complete alignment should exhibit S=1 and no 
preferential orientation corresponds to S=0. The optimum blending ratio of hydrophilic liquid 
was found to be 1:1 (ethylene glycol: glycerol v/v). When the amount of glycerol is smaller than 
ethylene glycol, the spreading speed of the polymer droplet was too fast so that the resulted film 
tended to be torn apart before it solidified into a uniformly aligned thin film. On the other hand, 
when the mixture contained more glycerol than ethylene glycol, the solution dried even before 
the polymer droplet formed a thin film. This is because the high viscosity of glycerol hampers 
the mobility of the polymer on it. In case of solvent composition to prepare polymer solutions, 
we compared four different conditions; CF only and CF containing small amounts of the high BP 
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solvent (DCB) with different volume ratios (CF/DCB 99:1, 97:3, and 95:5). The use of a high BP 
solvent is one common approach to improve device performance by providing enough time for 
self-assembly of CPs. However, it has been described that the FTM polymer films from a high 
BP solvent tend to have a random macromolecular arrangement unlike the films from a low BP 
solvent, because the choice of solvent affects the balance between the solvent evaporation and 
the spreading speeds in the process.18 Instead, we used only a small volume of the high BP 
solvent as an additive not as the primary solvent so that we can take advantage of relatively 
slower evaporation and uniform morphology without sacrificing the alignment feature of FTM.20 
When we added 1 vol% of DCB, a slight improvement in terms of alignment was noticed, 
whereas when 5 vol% was added, we observed no significant alignment, which is similar to the 
CF-only case. A schematic illustration of the differences in the alignment during the film 
formation process is shown in Figure 3.4a. We speculated that if we had too much DCB, the 
polymer solution would spread out all over the surface without forming a highly concentrated 
region because of its high BP so that we could not induce an efficient lyotropic LC property of 
CP1-P. We experienced when we used 3 vol% of DCB, the solvent composition provided 
enough time for close packing and self-assembly of polymer chains. By having this optimum 
blending ratio of DCB and CF, the remaining 97 vol% of CF still allows relatively fast drying to 
form a highly concentrated region, resulting in lyotropic LC phase transition. Thus, the 
alignment can be the most efficient. The degree of alignment quantified by DR was improved by 
almost three times as we added the high BP solvent through the formation of a more ordered 
structural alignment.  
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Figure 3.3 DR as a function of the volume fraction of glycerol in ethylene glycol. The error bars 
represent the standard deviation.  
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Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic illustration of the FTM film formation mechanism by CP1-P solution 
in CF (top) and CF/DCB mixtures (middle and bottom). (b) Optical microscopy images of a 
highly concentrated (top) and a dilute (bottom) CP1-P solution under crossed polarizers. The 




The lyotropic LC properties of the polymer were identified by a cross-polarized optical 
microscope. As shown in Figure 3.4b, the polymer displayed the schlieren texture, which is 
commonly observed in LC mesophases, only at a highly concentrated regime.25 This lyotropic 
LC behavior is an important characteristic leading to alignment properties with potentially high 
charge-carrier transport.7 To investigate the effect of the polymer chain alignment from the 
lyotropic LC CPs, we fabricated OFETs in the bottom-gate and top-contact configuration. The 
aligned polymer films were transferred from the hydrophilic liquid surface (ethylene glycol-
glycerol 1:1 blend) to the OTS-treated substrate by stamping. The samples were then rinsed with 
isopropyl alcohol to remove the remaining liquid. The best charge transport performance was 
observed from the devices postannealed at 200 oC. The thermal gravimetric analysis shows that 
CP1-P is thermally stable up to 250 oC (Figure 3.5). In order to explore charge transport 
anisotropy, the source-drain electrodes were deposited in two different directions (channel angles 
of 0o and 90o relative to the alignment direction of polymer chains).  As a control, spin-cast films 
were also prepared in the same device geometry (Figure 3.6). In comparison to the device when 
source-drain electrodes are deposited perpendicularly (⊥), the device with parallel direction (//) 
is responsible for its higher hole mobilities by more than an order of magnitude from 8.7310-4 
cm2 V-1 s-1 (μ⊥) to 1.2110-2 cm2 V-1 s-1 (μ//) (Figure 3.7). The primary reason for this mobility 
anisotropy is due to a substantial difference in charge transport pathways, which are determined 
by the orientation of the polymer chain alignment relative to the source-drain electrode direction. 
In other words, in a parallel device, a charge-carrier can travel mainly along the polymer chains, 
whereas it should move by hopping through π-π stacks in a perpendicular device.26 As 
anticipated, the devices prepared by spin-coating, which have no anisotropic orientation, showed 
their hole mobility values (μiso) between μ⊥ and μ// of the device with aligned CP1-P. 
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Additionally, the effect of side chain removal followed by solvent rinsing on the device 
performance was investigated. Although a ~1.3-fold decrease in mobility was observed upon the 
side chain cleavage and rinsing process, the device still exhibited superior hole transporting 
property over randomly oriented devices. This suggests that the alignment feature has been only 
slightly disturbed after exposure to UV and organic solvent (CF). The maximum mobility values 
for each condition with an average mobility, on/off ratio, and threshold voltage are summarized 
in Table 3.1. Even though the overall trend matches well with the result predicted by an 
anisotropic orientation, the difference between the spin-coated film and the aligned film was 
relatively small compared to our previous data.7 A plausible explanation for this result is that 
bulky aromatic rings in the side chains are likely to hinder more efficient alignment and close 
packing during the film formation process.27 As discussed above in the optical property analysis, 
when the polarized light is perpendicular to the alignment direction, the absorbance is not zero, 













































Figure 3.5 Thermogravimetric data for CP1-P in the temperature range of 25–500 oC. Heating 
rate: 10 oC min-1. 
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VDS = -80 V
μaverage =2.56x10-3 cm2 V-1 s-1




Figure 3.6 Transfer (left) and output (right) curves of CP1-P prepared by spin-coating.  
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Figure 3.7 (a) Transfer and (b) output curves of CP1-P prepared by FTM. Perpendicular (dotted 
line), and parallel before (solid line) and after (dash-dotted line) the side chain cleavage. (c) 
Average mobilities of CP1-P with different conditions. (d) Schematic diagram of a bottom-gate 




Table 3.1 OFET performance of CP1-Pa  
 Side chains μc (cm2 V-1 s-1) Vth (V) Ion/Ioff 
Spin-coated 
(annealed at 200 oC) 
before cleavage 2.5610-3 [2.6210-3] -24.3 104-5 
FTM-perpendicularb 
 (annealed at 200 oC) 
before cleavage 8.7310-4 [9.5810-4] -31.7 104-5 
FTM-parallelb 
(annealed at 200 oC) 
before cleavage 1.2110-2 [1.3610-2] -30.5 105 
FTM-parallelb 
(annealed at 200 oC) 
after cleavage 9.3410-3 [1.0110-2] -30.6 105 
aμ is the carrier mobility, Vth is the threshold voltage, and Ion/Ioff is the on/off current ratio.  bAll active layer processing by FTM 
was done in air.  cMobility values were measured under a nitrogen atmosphere. The maximum values are listed in parentheses.   
 
The surface morphology of the films formed by spin-coating, and FTM before and after 
the removal of side chains was investigated by tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (Figure 
3.8). The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values for the spin-coated film was 1.11 nm and 
that for the FTM films before and after the cleavage were 1.59 nm, 1.47 nm, respectively. It 
should be noted that the film morphology after the side chain cleavage is comparable with the 
one before the cleavage reaction. This substantiates that the side chain removal process involving 
the treatment of organic solvent does not disrupt the morphology of the polymer films because of 
the excellent solvent resistance. Inappreciable polymer alignments from the atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) images can be understood considering that AFM is used to analyze the 


























Figure 3.8 AFM height images (52.5 μm2) of polymer films prepared by (a) spin-casting, and 
FTM (b) before and (c) after the removal of side chains on OTS-treated SiO2/Si substrates.  
 
XRD measurement was conducted to analyze preferential orientation (i.e. edge-on or 
face-on) and crystallinity of the FTM films before and after the side chain cleavage (Figure 3.9 
and Table 3.2). The absence of (010) peak corresponding to the interchain π-π stacking and the 
discernable (100) peak representing lamellar packing of the FTM films in the out-of-plane 
direction suggest dominant edge-on orientation of the polymer chains. The peak positions for 
both parallel and perpendicular directions were observed at 2θ = 3.98o (d = 22.2 Å ), indicating 
no anisotropic orientation in the out-of-plane direction. Unexpectedly, the lamellar packing 
distance showed almost no change after removing the bulky side chains. This observation could 
be explained by insufficient mobility of the rigid polymer chains in the solid state. While the 
location of the lamellar peak was almost identical, it is also worthy of note that the lamellar 
packing peak became broader (full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) = 0.56) than that of the 
film before cleavage (FWHM = 0.40) because of the slightly disturbed packing. The XRD results 









Figure 3.9 Out-of-plane XRD patterns of CP1-P films before (gray line) and after (blue line) the 
side chain cleavage with the incident X-ray perpendicular (dotted line) and parallel (solid line) to 
the chain alignment direction. 
 
Table 3.2 X-ray diffraction parameters of CP1-P    
The incident X-ray beam relative to 
the chain alignment direction 
Side chains (hkl) 2θ (degree) d (Å ) 
parallela before cleavage 
  (100) 
3.98 22.2 
perpendiculara before cleavage 3.98 22.2 
parallela after cleavage 4.00 22.1 
perpendiculara after cleavage 4.00 22.1 




3.3 Experimental Section 
3.3.1 Materials and Synthesis 
All reagents were acquired from commercial suppliers (Aldrich or Tokyo Chemical 
Industry Co., Ltd. (TCI)) and used without any further purification. ((2,5-difluoro-1,4-
phenylene)bis(thiophene-5,2-diyl))bis(trimethylstannane) was prepared according to the reported 
procedures.7 The synthetic procedures used to prepare the monomer with cleavable side chains 
are shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, and the details are presented below.  
3.3.1.1 Synthesis of Diethylthiophene-3,4-dicarboxylate 
 Thiophene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid (4 g, 23.2 mmol) was dissolved in ethanol (40 mL) and 
conc. sulphuric acid was added (1 mL). The reaction mixture was heated to reflux for 2 hrs. It 
was then cooled down, and K2CO3 was added (2 g). After removing solvent under vacuum, the 
crude product was dissolved in EtOAc (50 mL), filtrated to remove insoluble part, and then 
concentrated to yield, a yellow, dense oil (5.25 g, quant.). The product was confirmed as 
analytically pure by 1H NMR analysis and used in the next step without any purification. 
 
3.3.1.2 Synthesis of Thiophene-3,4-diyldimethanol 
 Diethyl thiophene-3,4-dicarboxylate (2.9 g, 12.7 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF 
(40 mL) and cooled down to 0 oC. LiAlH4 in THF (1 M, 36.2 mL, 36.2 mmol) was added 
dropwise changing the solution color to bright yellow. The reaction mixture was stirred at 0 oC 
for 1 hr and warmed up to room temperature. After stirring for 2 hrs, the mixture was cooled 
down to 0 oC again and then cold isopropyl alcohol was added slowly until no further reaction 
occurred. The crude reaction mixture was poured into water (300 mL) and neutralized. The 
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product was extracted with EtOAc (3100 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and evaporated in vacuo to 
produce a yellow oil solidifying on standing (1.49 g, 82%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 3.68 
(s, 2H), 4.55 (s, 4H), 7.17 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 59.2 (2CH2), 124.8 (2CH), 
140.4 (2C). 
 
3.3.1.3 Synthesis of 3,4-Bis(bromomethyl)thiophene (4) 
 Compound 4 was prepared using a modified procedure from that described in the 
literature.22 Thiophene-3,4-diyldimethanol (300 mg, 2.08 mmol) was dissolved in dry CHCl3 (95 
mL). Tribromophosphine (0.6 mL, 5.67 mmol) was added dropwise slowly at room temperature. 
The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 hr followed by quenching with water 
(50 mL).  The product was extracted with CH2Cl2 (330 mL), washed with sat. NaHCO3 solution 
(50 mL), dried with MgSO4 and concentrated in vacuo to yield the desired product as a yellow 
oil crystalizing on standing (443 mg, 79%) (Figure 3.10). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 4.63 (s, 




Figure 3.10 Synthesis of compound 4. (i) EtOH, H2SO4 cat. 100 
oC; (ii) LiAlH4, THF, 0 
oC; (iii) 




3.3.1.4 Synthesis of (5-(Dodecyloxy)-2-nitrophenyl)methanol (1) 
 A flame dried round-bottom-flask was charged with 3-(hydroxymethyl)-4-nitrophenol 
(3.15 g, 18.62 mmol) and anhydrous K2CO3 (5.23 g, 37.84 mmol). Dry N,N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) (15 mL) was added followed by dodecyl bromide (7.08 g, 28.4 mmol) under inert gas. 
The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 96 hrs. After consuming all the starting 
material, the reaction mixture was quenched with deionized water (100 mL) followed by adding 
a mixture of EtOAc: n-hexane (1:1, 100 mL). The organic phase was further washed with water 
(2100 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated under vacuum to form a yellow oil. The 
product was recrystallized from boiling hexane to give pale yellow crystals (5.93 g, 94%). 1H 
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.88 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H), 1.19-1.53 (m, 18H), 1.78-1.85 (m, 2H), 
2.59 (br, s, 1H), 4.06 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 4.98 (s, 2H), 6.84 (dd, J = 9.1, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 7.19 (d, 2.7 
Hz, 1H), 8.17 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H). 
 
3.3.1.5 Synthesis of 3-(5-(Dodecyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyloxy)-3-oxopropanoic Acid (2)  
 Compound 2 was prepared according to a modified literature procedure.23 Compound 1 
(1 g, 2.95 mmol) and Meldrum’s acid (430 mg, 2.95 mmol) were placed in a sealed vial 
connected to a bubbler. Dry toluene (3 mL) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred at 
120 oC for 3 hrs. The solvent was evaporated and 1H NMR of the crude mixture confirmed 
completion (Shift of the benzylic protons from 5.0 ppm for alcohol to 5.7 ppm for ester). The 




3.3.1.6 Synthesis of Bis(5-(dodecyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyl)malonate (3)  
 Compound 3 was synthesized by a modified procedure reported in the literature.24 To a 
crude mixture of compound 2 dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (15 mL), compound 1 was added (1.2 g, 
3.54 mmol) followed by 4-dimethylaminopyridine (80 mg, 0.65 mmol). The reaction mixture 
was cooled down to 0 oC and N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (730 mg, 3.54 mmol) was added to 
the mixture in portions over 20 minutes. The mixture was stirred at 0 oC, then warmed up to 
room temperature and left to stir overnight. The resulting solution was filtered, washed with 
CH2Cl2, and concentrated. The crude mixture was purified with column chromatography with a 
slow gradient of 0-7% EtOAc in n-hexane to obtain the desired product as a white solid: 1.67 g 
(78% over two steps). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.88 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 6H), 1.26-1.43 (m, 
36H), 1.73-1.76 (m, 4H), 3.67 (s, 2H), 3.99 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H), 5.66 (s, 4H), 6.86 (dd, J = 9.1, 
2.2 Hz, 2H), 7.07 (s, 2H), 8.18 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): δ 14.1 
(2CH3), 22.7-31.9 (multiple CH2), 41.5 (CH2), 64.3 (2CH2), 69.0 (2CH2), 113.6 (2CH), 
113.7 (2CH), 128.0 (2CH), 134. 8 (2C), 139.7 (2C), 163.7 (2C), 165.5 (2C). 
 
3.3.1.7 Synthesis of Bis(5-(dodecyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyl)-4H-cyclopenta[c]thiophene-5,5(6H)-
dicarboxylate (5)  
 Compound 5 was synthesized by a modified literature procedure.25 Compound 3 (1.27 g, 
1.71 mmol) was dissolved in dry butanone with suspended anhydrous K2CO3 (720 mg, 5.13 
mmol) followed by compound 4 (462 mg, 1.71 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred at 60 oC 
for 10 hrs until the consumption of malonate was observed. After, the mixture was cooled down, 
filtrated, and washed with EtOAc (220 mL). The combined organic phase was concentrated 
under reduced pressure and purified with column chromatography, with a slow gradient of 0-5% 
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EtOAc in n-hexane. The product was obtained as a dense yellow oil: 1.12 g (76%). 1H NMR 
(600 MHz, CDCl3): δ (0.88, t, J = 7.1 Hz, 6H), 1.27-1.45 (m, 36H), 1.74-1.78 (m, 4H), 3.50 (s, 
4H), 3.95 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H), 5.63 (s, 4H), 6.82 (dd, J = 9.1, 2.2 Hz, 2H), 6.87 (s, 2H), 6.89 (br, 
s, 2H), 8.14 (dd, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) δ 14.1 (2CH3), 22.6-35.3 
(multiple CH2), 64.6 (2CH2), 66.6(C), 69.0 (2CH2), 113.3 (2CH), 113.7 (2CH), 115.7 
(2CH), 127.9 (2CH), 134.7 (2C), 139.6 (2C), 143.4 (2C), 163.6 (2C), 170.3 (2C). 
 
3.3.1.8 Synthesis of Bis(5-(dodecyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyl)1,3-dibromo-4H-cyclopenta[c]thiophe
ne-5,5(6H)-dicarboxylate (6) 
 Compound 6 was prepared using a modified synthetic procedure.26 Compound 5 (760 
mg, 0.89 mmol) was dissolved in DMF (8 mL). N-bromosuccinimide (500 mg, 2.8 mmol) was 
added and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 hrs. The mixture was 
quenched with water (50 mL) and the product was extracted with n-hexane (230 mL). The 
hexane solution was dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo . Then, the crude product was 
passed through flash chromatography (0-5% EtOAc/n-hexane) to yield the desired product as a 
yellow oil, solidifying on standing. 816 mg (91%). 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.87 (t, J = 
9.1 Hz, 6H), 1.26-1.45 (m, 36H), 1.74-1.79 (m, 4H), 3.42 (s, 4H), 3.96 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H), 5.64 
(s, 4H), 6.83 (dd, J = 9.1, 2.4 Hz, 2H), 6.89 (br, s, 2H), 8.14 (d, 9.1 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (150 
MHz, CDCl3): δ 14.0 (2CH3), 22.6-36.3 (multiple CH2), 64.8 (2CH2), 65.0 (C), 69.0 (2CH2), 
102.4 (2CH), 113.4 (2CH), 113.8 (2CH), 127.9 (2CH), 134.4 (2C), 139.6 (2C), 143.9 




3.3.1.9 Polymer Synthesis 
 To a 100 mL round-bottom flask, compound 6 (0.13 g, 0.22 mmol) and compound 7 
(0.22 g, 0.22 mmol), P(o-tolyl)3 (5.4 mg, 0.018 mmol), and Pd2(dba)3 (8.1 mg, 0.0088 mmol) 
were added. The flask was degassed by three repeated cycles of evacuation and refilling with Ar. 
Then, 15 mL of anhydrous toluene and 3 mL of DMF were added. The mixture was left to stir 
for 8 hrs at 110 oC under Ar atmosphere. To complete the reaction, 2-tributylstannyl thiophene 
(35 μL) and 2-bromothiophene (11 μL) were added with an interval time of 12 hrs. After cooling 
down to room temperature, the reaction mixture was precipitated in methanol followed by 
filtration. The solid was further purified by Soxhlet extraction with acetone, methanol, and n-
hexane to remove impurities and low molecular weight fractions. Finally, the CF fraction was 
concentrated under reduced pressure and reprecipitated in methanol to afford the final product 
CP1-P (0.1293 g, 52%). Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in CF: Mn=14900 g/mol, 















Figure 3.11 Synthesis of CP1-P. (i) C12H25Br, K2CO3, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), rt; (ii) 
Toluene, 120 oC; (iii) Compound 1, 4-dimethylaminopyridine, N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide, 
dichloromethane, rt; (iv) K2CO3, butanone, 60 
oC; (v) N-bromosuccinimide, DMF, rt; (vi) 
Pd2(dba)3, P(o-tolyl)3, toluene, DMF, 110 
oC.   
 
3.3.2 Instrumentation 
Molecular weights were determined by GPC in CF against polystyrene standards using a 
Waters 515 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Pump equipped with a Waters 
2410 refractive index detector and three Waters styragel columns (flow rate: 1.0 mL min-1). 
NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker Ultrashield 400 MHz or Bruker Avance 600 MHz 
spectrometers in CDCl3 at 298 K. Absorption spectra were measured using a Cary 50 Bio 
UV/Vis spectrophotometer (Varian). UV light irradiation was performed using a 365 nm Light-
emitting diode (LED) lamp with a power density of 25 mW cm-2. AFM images were recorded on 
an Asylum Research MFP-3D stand-alone AFM in tapping mode with a CT300-25 Aspire probe 
(spring constant 40 N/m and radius of curvature of 8 nm). Out-of-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
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patterns were collected using a Rigaku Ultima III diffractometer system with graphite 
monochromatized Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å ) at 48 kV and 40 mA. 
 
3.3.3 Multilayer Film Formation 
Multilayer films were prepared with repetitive spin-casting, followed by UV-irradiation 
and rinsing with CF, for each of the first two layers. The photocleavage of side chains gave good 
solvent resistance to the resulting film. The subsequent spin-casting on top of the insoluble first 
(second) layer produced the second (third) layer.   
 
3.3.4 Device Fabrication and Characterization 
Top-contact, bottom-gate OTFTs were fabricated on heavily n-doped silicon wafers with 
a 300 nm thick thermally grown SiO2 as the gate dielectric (capacitance 10 nF cm
-2). The 
substrates were cleaned by sonication in detergent and deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl 
alcohol, followed by a UV-ozone treatment for 20 min. The surface of the cleaned silicon 
substrates was treated with 0.1 M octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in toluene at 60 oC for 30 min 
followed by rinsing with toluene and isopropyl alcohol. The polymer film was prepared either by 
spin-casting at 1000 rpm under a nitrogen environment or by FTM under ambient conditions, 
from 0.4 wt.% solution in CF and 0.3 wt.% solution in CF containing 0-5 vol% 1,2-
dichlorobenzene (DCB), respectively. Subsequently, the devices made by FTM were annealed at 
80 oC for 3 min to remove any residual solvent. Au source/drain electrodes were deposited by 
thermal evaporation through a shadow mask (L=100 μm, W=500 μm). Electrical characterization 
was carried out under nitrogen atmosphere using an Agilent 4156C precision semiconductor 




2, where IDS is the drain current, μ is the mobility in saturation regime, Ci is the gate 
dielectric capacitance per unite area, W and L are the channel width and length, respectively, VG 
is the gate voltage, and Vth is the threshold voltage. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 We report a lyotropic LC CP with photocleavable side chains and their uniaxial 
alignment via FTM. The lyotropic LC behavior leads to the uniaxial orientation of polymer 
chains and the photolabile side chains render solvent resistance of the polymer and multilayer 
fabrication capability. The optical and electrical anisotropies achieved by FTM have been 
explored through optical spectra and OFET devices. The effect of solvent composition and 
subphase liquid composition on the polymer alignment was systematically investigated. The 
small amount of high BP solvent as an additive, which was added into the polymer solution prior 
to the film formation process, largely enhances the polymer alignment by providing ample time 
for close packing and self-assembly of the polymer. The average charge-carrier mobility 
anisotropy (μ///μ⊥) in the optimized condition was found to be 13.86, emphasizing the importance 
of controlling solvent composition to maximize the degree of alignment. The hole mobility of 
CP1-P after the side chain cleavage decreased from 1.2110-2 cm2 V-1 s-1 to 9.3410-3 cm2 V-1 s-
1, but was still significantly larger than the devices having perpendicular (8.7310-4 cm2 V-1 s-1) 
or spin-cast random orientation (2.5610-3 cm2 V-1 s-1) before the cleavage. This indicates that 
the alignment has been preserved during the process of rinsing with CF, which is a good solvent 
for CP1-P. Our results demonstrate that rodlike LC CPs having photocleavable side chains are 
promising for various flexible organic electronics as highly aligned and solvent-resistant 
semiconducting materials. Rational functionalization on the carboxylic acid, which was obtained 
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as the result of side chain cleavage, will enable wider range of applications for organic 
electronics such as potentiometric sensors. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Organic field effect transistors (OFETs) have drawn considerable attention as cost-
effective, large-area, light weight and flexible electronic devices with the use of a wide variety of 
organic materials.1–6 In OFETs, the gate dielectric layer is located in between the gate electrode 
and an organic semiconductor so as to prevent them from direct contact with each other. When a 
voltage is applied to the gate electrode, mainly the charge carriers accumulated at the 
semiconductor/gate dielectric interface determine the charge transport properties.7,8 It has been 
demonstrated that the effective accumulation layer, which critically contributes to the charge 
transport, is only the first few semiconducting layers adjacent to the gate dielectric interface.9–14 
Moreover, the in situ measurements of the source-drain current as a function of the molecular 
monolayer coverage showed that the hole mobility of α,ω-dihexylsexithiophene was saturated 
even at the monolayer-thickness of the two-dimensional layers.15 However, the active layer 
thickness dependent charge transport properties have also been observed and discussed on 
several occasions in the literature.16–20 For example, the experimental results of the mobility 
dependence on the pentacene thickness matched well with the simulations only when a low-
mobility layer next to the pentacene-dielectric interface and a trap filled region above a certain 
thickness are introduced to reflect the structural inhomogeneities.18 Also, a notable thickness 
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dependence of the electron mobility was described by Ribierre et al.19 The authors suggested that 
this dependency can be explained by altered depth and shape of grain boundaries affecting 
electron trapping or a high vertical bulk resistance of electrons in thick films. Janasz and 
coworkers reported the transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional charge transport as 
the film thickness of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) increased.20 They claimed that the 
transition along with the larger grain size in the upper layers enables the charge transport to 
bypass the trapping sites at the P3HT/SiO2 interface, which leads to an increase in charge 
transport properties.  
 As discussed above, the contribution of the semiconducting layer near the interface to the 
charge transport property is critically important yet difficult to be discretely investigated because 
of the experimental challenges: controlling thickness affects not only the thickness, but also 
charge transport path and homogeneity (e.g. grain size) in films. Unlike other methods having 
these experimental limitations, the unique nature of the floating film transfer method (FTM) 
limits the vertical variation within a very thin layer so that the film uniformity can be maintained 
for layers from bottom to top. In our previous work, we successfully optimized the FTM 
conditions to achieve chain alignment of poly(bis(5-(dodecyloxy)-2-nitrobenzyl) 1-(5-(2,5-
difluoro-4-(thiophen-2-yl)phenyl)thiophen-2-yl)-4H-cyclopenta[c]thiophene-5,5(6H)-
dicarboxylate (CP1-P) for efficient charge transport.21 The experimental result indicated that the 
bulk side chains of CP1-P do not hinder the molecular alignment. In this study, we utilized the 
potential feature of FTM enabling the formation of a multilayer film composed of each layer 
having a different polymer chain orientation direction. This experimental design allowed us to 
study the effects of polymer chain arrangement of CP1-P films, particularly right next to the 
dielectric interface, on the OFET performance. Furthermore, because of a constant thickness of 
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the polymer films obtained by FTM, we could rule out possible problems originated from the 
film thickness variation. Interestingly, we discovered that the direction of uniaxially oriented 
polymer chains near the interface results in noticeable differences in carrier mobilities. A similar 
finding has been reported for a diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based polymer.22 Despite the overall 
minor alignment in the bulk of the polymer film, the highly aligned polymer chains at the top 
interface resulted in a charge transport anisotropy of 5.4, which was elucidated through the 
carefully studied mechanism of the meniscus-guided film preparation technique. However, the 
chain orientations of the top and bottom parts of the DPP polymer film could not be 
independently controllable and the morphology of the bottom part was not comparable to that of 
the top surface. Another approach for the independent polymer chain alignment control of the 
top surface and the bottom polymer film-substrate interface has been reported via the 
combination of the blade coating and nanostructured substrates.23 Although the polymer chain 
orientations of the top and bottom parts were controlled independently, it is difficult to predict 
the chain alignment direction of the middle part since it will be affected by both the directions of 
the blade coating and the nanogrooves on substrates. Therefore, the independently addressable 
polymer chain orientation of each layer in a multilayer film with uniform film characteristics 
through the whole semiconducting layer can be considered a unique way for accurate analysis of 
the contribution of the top and bottom portions of the film to the device performance. We further 
investigated the device performance with varying the bottom half layer orientations while 
retaining the same orientations in the top half layer of the polymer films and vice versa. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first study systematically analyzing the essential role of 
molecular alignment in a well-defined multilayer CP film in order to understand the OFET 
device performance. Our results highlight that the polymer chain alignment close to the 
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semiconductor/dielectric interface in OFET devices is vital for dictating the charge transport 
properties.  
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
 FTM has been used as a simple and straightforward technique to induce the molecular 
alignment yielding high optical and electrical anisotropies from the lyotropic liquid crystalline 
(LC) phase of CPs.24–28 By applying this technique, our group recently found an interesting 
strategy to promote the self-assembly and alignment behavior of a lyotropic LC CP, CP1-P.21 To 
be specific, a small amount of a high boiling point solvent was introduced into a primary solvent 
having a relatively lower boiling point when preparing the polymer solution. The prolonged 
solvent evaporation rate because of the presence of the high boiling point solvent offers adequate 
time for utilizing the LC behavior in the film formation process.  
 Based on our previous finding, we further extended the alignment and thickness control 
capability of FTM to build a fundamental understanding in OFETs. Especially, we focused on 
achieving directed molecular alignments for each layer during multilayer formations by FTM. 
The detailed descriptions of FTM are shown in Figure 4.1a. A small drop (~10 μL) of CP1-P 
polymer solution on a hydrophilic liquid subphase (ethylene glycol/glycerol, 1/1 v/v) spreads out 
at room temperature and forms a thin aligned CP1-P film owing to its lyotropic LC phase. The 
film is then transferred to an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-treated silicon wafer by stamping 
(Figure 4.1b) followed by rinsing with isopropyl alcohol and drying at 80 oC. As a result, a 
uniformly aligned polymer film is achieved on the substrate. The maximum absorbance of 
aligned CP1-P films was observed when the propagation direction of the polymer solution is 
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perpendicular to the direction of the liner polarizer, confirming that the polymer chains are 
aligned perpendicular to the solution spreading direction (Figure 4.1c).21,24–26,29,30  




































Figure 4.1 Schematic illustrations of (a) the multilayer deposition process by FTM and (b) a 
polymer film stamped on a wafer. The green dashed arrow represents the polymer solution 
spreading direction. (c) Polarized UV-vis absorption spectra of the CP1-P film for the incident 
light polarized parallel (blue solid line) and perpendicular (grey dashed line) to the polymer 
alignment direction. 
 
FTM requires us simply to repeat the whole cycle to fabricate a multilayer film,24,29–31 
rather than making a thicker film by changing other conditions (e.g. solution concentration, 
processing temperature or film formation speed) which may induce large variations in grain size, 
degree of alignment, and film morphology.32–36 Also, the multilayer deposition by FTM makes it 
possible to avoid microstructural variations at the interface, which can be largely affected by the 
roughness of the surface.37 The reason is that the same liquid subphase always serves as a surface 
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in the film forming step. According to the procedure, we fabricated the multilayer films in 
various thicknesses. The thickness of the multilayer films calculated from three samples for each 
data point is proportional to the number of the coating processes (Figure 4.2a). It is indicative of 
reproducibility and uniformity in the multilayer deposition. On the other hand, the obtained hole 
mobilities, varying from 9.6710-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 to 1.2110-2 cm2 V-1 s-1, show the absence of 
explicit correlation to the thickness (Figure 4.2b). A higher density of charge traps, which are 
likely because of poor coverage, may be attributed to the notably lower mobilities for the single 
deposition sample. However, a more detailed investigation needs to be carried out for clarity. In 
order to minimize the film thickness effect, all of the comparisons in this study were made using 
four layers (~28 nm) of CP1-P films and all of the layers contribute to the charge transport in the 
semiconducting polymer films. Since the film formation conditions remain unchanged 
throughout the entire process, the root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness (1.27 nm) and the 

















































Figure 4.2 (a) Film thickness as a function of the number of layers. The solid line shows a linear 
fit to the experimental data. The inset shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) height image of 
a bilayer film. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness value is 1.27 nm. (b) Variation of 
mobility with the number of layers when polymer chains are aligned along the source-drain 
electrode direction in each layer. The error bars represent the standard deviation. 
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morphology of the bilayer film were similar to those of the previously reported thicker films 
(Figure 4.2a).21 In other words, not only the effect of the active layer thickness, but also the 
morphological difference between the top and bottom parts of the multilayer films can be mostly 
ignored. 
 OFET devices of the bottom-gate top-contact configuration were fabricated on OTS-
treated Si/SiO2 substrates (Si wafers with 300 nm thick SiO2 as a gate dielectric layer). Figure 
4.3 provides schematic illustrations of the devices and the molecular structure of CP1-P. The 
polymer films comprise of two parts (a thickness of ~14 nm for each part, total thickness of ~28 
nm): the top layer, which is in contact with the source and drain electrodes; and the bottom layer, 
which is in contact with the dielectric layer. In the polymer films, the overall bulk polymer chain 
alignment, which reflects the combination of the chain orientations from both the top and the 
bottom layers, kept constant (the bottom and top layer chain orientations are perpendicular to one 
another) with varying polymer chain orientations of the bottom and top layers relative to the 
source-drain direction (Figure 4.3b-d). We speculated that the hole mobility is primarily 
determined by the bottom layer orientation of the CP backbones because charges can be 
accumulated only at the first few monolayers close to the gate dielectric.9–14 Accordingly, it was 
expected to achieve the best device performance when the chain alignment direction of the 
bottom layer is parallel to the source-drain electrode direction among the three different 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic illustrations of (a) the device configuration and chemical structure of CP1-
P and (b-d) combinations of the polymer chain orientation for top and bottom layers. The angles 
between the polymer chain alignment direction and the source-drain electrode direction of each 
layer were varied: (b) 90o (perpendicular) and  0o (parallel), (c) 45o and 45o, (d) 0o (parallel) and 
90o (perpendicular), for the top and bottom layers, respectively. The double-sided white arrows 
represent the polymer chain alignment directions. 
 
 Figure 4.4a,b exhibits the transfer and output characteristics of the CP1-P devices 
prepared by FTM. The bulk alignment of the CP1-P backbone in films was quantified by the 
optical dichroic ratio (DR). The DR values, defined as the ratio between the maximum 
absorbance of polarized light parallel and perpendicular to the polymer chain alignment 
direction, were almost the same for all three conditions. However, it is clear that the device 
characteristics could be remarkably different even with nearly identical DR values (~1.1, Figures 
4.4c and 4.5). As anticipated, when the polymer chains were oriented along the direction of the 
source-drain electrode in the bottom layer (0o) and arranged perpendicularly (90o) to the source-
drain electrode direction in the top layer (Figure 4.3b configuration), the average hole mobility (μ 
= 6.1410-3 cm2 V-1 s-1, Figure 4.4a, red line) was three times higher than the corresponding 
value of the opposite case (μ = 1.8610-3 cm2 V-1 s-1, Figure 4.4a, black line) in which the 
polymer chains in the bottom and top layers were perpendicular (90o) and parallel (0o) to the 
source-drain direction, respectively (Figure 4.3d configuration). The difference is presumably 
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from the FET operation principle that charges move along the semiconducting layer/gate 
dielectric interface. Thus, the molecular alignment along the source-drain direction at the 
interface is beneficial. When the source-drain electrodes were placed in a diagonal direction 
(45o) to the polymer chains for both layers, the hole mobility value was found in between the 
other two cases. It is also worth pointing out that the mobility from this 45o oriented film (μ = 
3.0010-3 cm2 V-1 s-1, Figure 4.4a, blue line), which is intuitively most similar to the spin-cast 
random orientation of polymer backbones, is in a similar range of that obtained from the spin-
cast film (μ = 2.5610-3 cm2 V-1 s-1).21 Therefore, the measured hole mobilities correlated well 
with the bottom layer polymer chain orientations for efficient charge transport: 0o (the most 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Transfer (gate voltage, VG, vs. source-drain current, IDS) and (b) output (source-
drain voltage, VDS, vs. source-drain current, IDS) curves of CP1-P prepared by FTM in three 
different polymer chain orientation directions of the top and bottom layers: 0o and 90o (black), 
45o for both layers (blue) and 90o and 0o (red) , respectively, relative to the source-drain direction. 
All three transfer curves were collected under constant VDS of -80 V with variation in VG. (c) 
Dichroic ratios (black squares) and average mobilities (blue triangles) at different conditions. 
The error bars represent the standard deviation.  
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Figure 4.5 Polarized UV-vis absorption spectra of CP1-P having orthogonal polymer chain 
alignment directions of the top and bottom layers. The spectra were recorded at different angles 
of polarized incidence light relative to the bottom layer orientation: (a) 90o and 0o, (b) 45o for 
both lines, and (c) 0o and 90o, for the black solid line and blue dashed line, respectively. The 
double-sided black and red arrows represent the polymer chain alignment direction and the 
direction of the polarized incident light, respectively. All the three films displayed almost 
identical absorption intensity regardless of the orientation angle, verifying that the top layer has 
orthogonal orientation relative to the bottom layer orientation.   
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Figure 4.6 Transfer (top) and output (bottom) curves of CP1-P prepared by FTM in three 
different polymer chain orientation directions of the bottom layers: (a) 0o, (b) 45o, and (c) 90o, 
respectively, relative to the source-drain direction with the constant chain orientations of the top 
layers (parallel to the source-drain electrode direction, 0o). The insets in the transfer curves show 
the polymer chain orientation directions in the devices. 
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 In order to gain further insight into the role of the bottom layer chain orientation on the 
device performance, the polymer chain orientation direction in the bottom (top) layer was held 
constant and the top (bottom) layer chain orientations were modulated (i.e. polymer chains are 
aligned 0o, 45o, and 90o relative to the source-drain direction) (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). Interestingly, 
the mobility difference was smaller when the bottom layer chain orientation remained unchanged 
with the three different top layer chain orientations compared to the opposite case. Particularly, 
once the bottom layer chain orientations are parallel to the source-drain direction (blue bars in 
Figure 4.8), the device performances are greater than any other combinations with the other two 
bottom layer chain orientations of 45o and 90o (the green and orange bars in Figure 4.8, 
respectively), regardless of the top layer chain orientations. This result indicates that the 
favorable polymer chain orientation adjacent to the dielectric layer has a major impact on the 
efficient charge transport in OFET devices. Additionally, two more combinations of 45o and 90o, 
one for the bottom layer and the other for the top layer, were investigated. In all cases, typical p-
type FET characteristics with high on/off current ratios in the range of 105-6 were observed as 
summarized in Table 4.1.  
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Figure 4.7 Transfer (top) and output (bottom) curves of CP1-P prepared by FTM in two different 
polymer chain orientation directions of the top layers: (a) 45o, and (b) 90o, respectively, relative 
to the source-drain direction with the constant chain orientations of the bottom layers (0o). The 
















Figure 4.8 Mobility of CP1-P prepared by FTM through various combinations of the top and 
bottom layer polymer chain orientations. The angles between the polymer chain alignment 
direction and the source-drain electrode direction of each layer were varied from 0o (parallel), 
45o, to 90o (perpendicular). 
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Table 4.1 OFET device performance of CP1-P at varying top and bottom layers orientationsa 
Bottom layer 
chain orientationb 
Top layer chain 
orientationb 
μ (cm2 V-1 s-1) Vth (V) Ion/Ioff 
0o 
0o 1.2110-2 -30.5 105 
45o 6.4210-3 -28.0 105 
90o 6.1410-3 -31.5 105 
45o 
0o 4.3910-3 -27.9 105-6 
45o 3.0010-3 -29.8 105-6 
90o 3.2110-3 -29.6 105 
90o 
0o 1.8610-3 -27.1 105-6 
45o 1.7610-3 -28.2 105 
90o 8.7310-4 -31.7 104-5 
aμ is the average hole mobility, Vth is the threshold voltage, Ion/Ioff is the on/off current ratio. bThe angles between the polymer 
chain alignment direction and the source-drain direction are given. All parallel (0o, the first row of the table) and all perpendicular 
(90o, the last row of the table) device data were reported previously, see ref 21. 
 
4.3 Experimental Section 
4.3.1 Materials and Instrumentation 
All reagents and solvents were purchased from commercial suppliers (Aldrich or Tokyo 
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (TCI)) and used without any further purification. The synthetic 
procedure of CP1-P has been reported previously.21 UV-Vis data were obtained from a Varian 
Cary 50 Bio UV/Vis spectrophotometer. AFM images were acquired using an Asylum Research 
MFP-3D stand-alone AFM in tapping mode with a CT300-25 Aspire probe (spring constant 40 N 
m-1 and radius of curvature of 8 nm). The thickness of polymer films was measured by a 
spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000, J. A. Woollam Co.). 
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4.3.2 Device Fabrication and Characterization  
The heavily n-doped silicon wafers with a 300 nm thick thermally grown SiO2 as the gate 
dielectric (capacitance 10 nF cm-2) were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using detergent and 
deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol, followed by a UV-ozone treatment for 20 min. 
The substrates were then treated with 0.1 M OTS in toluene at 60 oC for 30 min. After rinsing by 
ultrasonication in toluene and isopropyl alcohol for 5 min each, the polymer films were prepared 
by FTM under ambient conditions, from 0.3 wt.% solution in chloroform containing 3 vol% 1,2-
dichlorobenzene. All polymer films were additionally annealed at 200 oC for 15 min prior to 
metal depositions. Source/drain electrodes (100 nm gold) were evaporated through a shadow 
mask (L=80-100 μm, W=450-500 μm). OFET devices were measured using an Agilent 4156C 
precision semiconductor parameter analyzer in a nitrogen-filled glove box. The mobilities were 
calculated using the equation of IDS =μ Ci (W/2L) (VG−Vth)
2, where IDS is the source-drain 
current, μ is the mobility in saturation regime, Ci is the gate dielectric capacitance per unit area, 




 Motivated by the absence of a systematic investigation on the effect of the molecular 
alignment at the semiconductor-dielectric interface on OFET performance, we developed a new 
empirical approach by exploiting the unique feature of FTM. This method enabled exploration of 
the influence of the polymer chain orientation on the charge transport with regard to the 
proximity of the gate dielectric interface to aligned polymer layers. In particular, FTM allowed 
us to discretely control the polymer chain alignment of top and bottom layers of a lyotropic LC 
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CP while keeping the total thickness of the multilayer films to avoid other effects accompanied 
by the thickness variation. Under the constant active layer thickness, the differences in charge 
transport characteristics based on the polymer chain alignment directions were analyzed through 
the bottom-gate top-contact device architecture. The results unambiguously exhibited that carrier 
mobilities can be varied greatly (over a three-fold difference) by the polymer chain alignment 
direction at the interface relative to the source-drain direction. More specifically, the chain 
orientation of the bottom layer, which is close to the interface, was found to be primarily 
responsible for the overall device performance with a much weaker contribution from the top 
layer chain orientation. Our study provides solid experimental evidence for the significance of 
polymer chain orientations specifically at the gate dielectric-semiconductor interface. This 
approach for precise regulation of the molecular alignment within a CP thin layer is expected to 
have a broad impact on the fundamental understanding and applications of organic electronics. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Work function plays a key role in organic electronics, such as organic field effect 
transistors, organic solar cells, and organic light emitting diodes, since effective charge carrier 
injection and collection are largely dependent on the work function of the electrodes.1–3 In this 
context, the effective work function modification of various electrodes including zinc oxide 
(ZnO),1,4,5 indium tin oxide (ITO),1,6–15 Au,1,14,16,17 , or Al14,18,19 have been widely discussed. For 
example, He et al. reported that the efficiency of inverted organic solar cells can be raised to 
9.2% by effective work function tuning with an alcohol/water-soluble conjugated polymer.6 Lee 
et al. showed that high performance organic solar cells with 8.32% efficiency could be fabricated 
using a combination of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) 
and non-conjugated polyelectrolytes as recombination layers that lead to effective work function 
reduction at the ITO electrode.15 In other studies, both anionic and cationic polyelectrolyte 
interlayers have been investigated to achieve a proper energy level alignment for an improved 
power conversion efficiency by means of reoriented interfacial dipoles in the presence of an 
externally applied electric field.19,20 
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The work function of electrodes is known to be influenced by organic coatings through 
changes to the surface electric field; three primary mechanisms that affect the work function are 
the push back effect, Fermi level pinning and interfacial dipole formation.21,22 To illustrate, the 
electron repulsion (push back) between an inactive organic coating and a substrate can result in 
the formation of a work function reducing dipole.23,24 Alternately, a reduction (or oxidation) 
potential of a semiconducting organic material may be lower (or higher) than a Fermi level of an 
electrode. When these materials are brought into contact, charge transfers between them creating 
a work function modifying dipole.21,25 This effect reaches beyond the immediate interface with 
the substrate, too, for the immediate monolayer can only support a certain charge density.26,27  
In this chapter, we present a systematic study on the origin of the work function 
modification using polyelectrolytes coating via various thin film formation methods. It should be 
noted that the work function modification by the surface interaction through direct contact 
between a polyelectrolyte layer and its electrode substrate has already been investigated on many 
occasions.1,28,29 However, the origin of work function modification is still the focus of great 
research effort. Specifically, there are experimental results that are not consistent with the well-
known direct contact mechanism, such as the thickness dependence of a work function 
modifying layer in the resulting work function of an electrode.4,11 In order to provide a more 
comprehensive understanding of the work function modification process, a representative 
polyelectrolyte set is carefully selected in this work. With the chosen polyelectrolyte set, we 
reveal that the surface interaction is not necessary in the modification and at the same time 
suggest the presence of the charge-based through-space interaction between the polyelectrolyte 
layer and the electrode. We demonstrate that the work function can be modified through charge-
based deposition techniques such as electrophoretic deposition and electrospraying even though 
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the same materials do not exhibit meaningful work function shifts when their films were formed 
by spin casting without an external electric field. Our results indicate that a combination of the 
surface interaction and the charge-based through-space interaction plays a significant role in 
tuning the work function of electrodes for various electronic device applications.  
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
In order to study the mechanism behind the work function modification, 10 different 
organic materials were chosen, which are not limited to specific backbones or functional groups 
(Figure 5.1). To compare the work function shift depending on charge-based properties, we 
divided the selected materials into four groups: acid-like, base-like, neutral, and ionic 
polyelectrolytes. When spin-cast samples are prepared from base-like and acid-like materials, the 
work function of ITO is observed to be decreased or increased, respectively (Table 5.1). To be 
specific, base-like polyelectrolytes induce negative charges on the ITO surface, forming a dipole 
pointing outward from the electrode resulting in a decreased work function.30 On the other hand, 
acid-like compounds form opposite interfacial dipoles compared to the base-like polymers, 
which result in an increase in the work function. Although the work function shift has been 
reported in zwitterionic polymers having an overall charge neutrality,31 almost no work function 
shift was observed in nonionic neutral polymer samples since the interfacial dipole is not 
formed.14 Similarly, a negligible change in work  function is observed with poly(sodium styrene 
sulfonate) (PSS:Na)14 and the two other ionic polyelectrolytes. This may be explained by a weak 
charge-based through-space interaction owing to the counter ions. As shown in Table 5.1, the 
work function shift of the ITO samples, coated with several different polyelectrolytes, was 
measured by a custom-build kelvin probe. In order to further validate the values and the trend of 
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the work function shift, additional measurements were carried out using ultraviolet photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS) and kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) (Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2). The 
experimental results are in agreement with a charged layer model discussed by Schlapak et al.; 
charged materials create interfacial dipoles and lead to work function modification.30 
 
Figure 5.1 The chemical structures of a representative set of (a) acid-like, (b) base-like, (c) 










Table 5.1 The work function shift of polyelectrolytes, relative to clean ITO, as measured by 
kelvin probe spectroscopy, kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) in air, and ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) 
Polyelectrolytesa 
ΔWork function relative to ITO 
Kelvin probe KPFM UPS 
Base-like 
PEI -0.82 ± 0.01 - - 
PEIE -0.72 ± 0.03 -0.51 ± 0.01 -1.26 
Acid-like 
PAA 0.30 ± 0.02 - - 
PVPhOH 0.27 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.01 0.59 
PSS Acid 0.36 ± 0.01 - - 
Neutral (nonionic) 
PVA 0.03 ± 0.04 - 0.00 
PAAm 0.01 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.01 - 
Ionic 
PDDA:Cl -0.04 ± 0.01 - - 
PSS:Na 0.02 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.01 -0.03 
PAA:Na 0.02 ± 0.04 - - 
a
PEI is poly(ethylenimine), PEIE is poly(ethylenimine 80% ethoxylated), PAA is poly(acrylic acid), PVPhOH is 
poly(vinylphenol), PSS Acid is poly(styrenesulfonic acid), PVA is poly(vinyl alcohol) 100% hydrolyzed, PAAm is 
poly(acrylamide), PDDA:Cl is poly(diallyl dimethylammonium chloride), PSS:Na is poly(sodium styrene sulfonate), and 




























Figure 5.2 UPS spectra (He I) of ITO (black solid line), PEIE (red dashed line), PVPhOH (blue 
dashdotted line), PVA (cyan short dashed line), PSS:Na (magenta dotted line) showing the onset 
of the secondary electron cutoff. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Work function shift, relative to bare ITO, of ITO/PEIE when PS (squares) or PVA 
(circles) is placed as a spacer layer between PEIE and ITO. The dielectric constants of PS and 




Based on the aforementioned experimental data and the previous studies cited in this 
chapter, we questioned whether the work function modification process can occur by the charge-
based through-space interaction without direct contact between the polyelectrolyte layer and its 
electrode. To investigate the effect of the charge-based through-space interaction solely between 
ITO and the work function modifying layer, thin inactive spacer layers, such as polystyrene (PS) 
or poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), were placed on top of the surface of ITO. Neither PS nor PVA 
changes the work function of ITO on its own, but the thickness control afforded via spin casting 
and the difference in dielectric constant near 10 for PVA32 and near 2.8 for PS33, will allow for 
varied attenuation of the expected through-space interaction between poly(ethylenimine 80% 
ethoxylated) (PEIE) and ITO. Figure 5.3 presents the work function shift of ITO versus the 
interlayer thickness. PEIE coated substrates having a thin, inactive, surface interaction blocking 
PS or PVA spacer both displayed a shifted work function of ITO, demonstrating that there is a 
possibility of the presence of an important factor in modifying the work function. As the 
thickness of the inactive spacer layer becomes larger, the degree of work function shift decreases 
in both the PVA and PS cases. This behavior is rationalized by our expectation that the polymer-
originated electrical force decreases with increasing inactive spacer layer thickness, which in 
turn results in a reduction of charge redistribution on the ITO surface, a reduced dipole, and a 
reduced work function shift. Interestingly, we see that an interlayer with a larger dielectric 
constant results in a steeper attenuation,34 consistent with the idea that a through-space electrical 
force drives the formation of a work function modifying dipole. We further investigated the film 
morphology by conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) to confirm a full coverage of the 
ITO surface by the inactive spacer layer. Compared to a clean ITO substrate, significantly lower 
conductivity at the same applied bias was observed for the PS samples, which indicates that the 
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observed work function shift is not from direct contact between PEIE and ITO (Figure 5.4). 
Also, the morphology of the PS and the PVA spacer layers before and after the spin-coating of 2-
methoxy ethanol was analyzed using tapping mode AFM to see any surface disruption by the 
sequential deposition of PEIE solution in 2-methoxy ethanol. AFM topography images of the PS 
(Figure 5.5) and the PVA (Figure 5.6) layers prepared at two different spin coating speeds do not 







Figure 5.4 C-AFM topography (left column), its corresponding current map (middle column), 
and line profile of current map along a white solid line shown in each current map (right column) 
of (a) an ITO substrate and PS thin films deposited on ITO substrates at a spinning speed of (b) 










Figure 5.5 AFM topography of PS thin films deposited on ITO substrates at a spinning speed of 
(a) 1000 rpm and (b) 6000 rpm before (top) and after (bottom) spin cast of 2-methoxy ethanol. 
The scan area is 5x5 μm2. 
 
(a) (b)
RMS= 1.45nm RMS= 1.69nm
RMS= 1.36nm RMS= 1.56nm
 
Figure 5.6 AFM topography of PVA thin films deposited on ITO substrates at a spinning speed 
of (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 6000 rpm before (top) and after (bottom) spin cast of 2-methoxy ethanol. 
The scan area is 5x5 μm2. 
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As mentioned above, ionic polyelectrolytes did not show any meaningful work function 
shift when they were spin-coated on ITO. According to our proposed mechanism, if we can 
remove a polyelectrolyte’s counter ion from the surface of ITO, the charged-based interaction 
between PSS- or poly(diallyl dimethylammonium) (PDDA+) and the ITO will increase and cause 
a work function shift. To examine this, we deposited PSS:Na, or poly(diallyl 
dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA:Cl) on an ITO surface using an electrophoretic deposition 
method from an aqueous solution. Electrophoretic deposition was performed using a CH 
instruments CHI600C potentiostat by immersing a clean ITO substrate into a 2 mg mL-1 
polyelectrolyte solution in water and applying a constant potential for 5 minutes, followed by 
drying at 100 °C for 10 min. A platinum wire was used as a counter electrode. Electrophoretic 
deposition consists of two processes.35 During the first process,  the applied electric field allows 
polyelectrolytes to move electrophoretically to the oppositely charged electrode in the solution 
(Figure 5.7a). The second process is the deposition of the electrophoretically attracted materials 
on the electrode, which yields the formation of a polymer film. The amount of material deposited 
per a given time is dictated by the applied bias.36 A positive bias was applied to the working 
electrode for anionic PSS- and for the deposition of cationic PDDA+, a negative bias was 
applied.37 As can be seen in Figure 5.7b, when PSS:Na is deposited under the positive bias and 
PDDA:Cl deposited under negative bias, they move the work function of ITO, which indicates 
that the applied bias precludes the presence of counter ions near the substrate by a repulsive 
interaction and enables us to use ionic polyelectrolytes as work function modifying layers. This 
is in contrast to the spin cast films of PSS:Na or PDDA:Cl, which are expected to retain their 
counter ion and only display a negligible work function shift (<±0.04). The result corresponds to 
the explanation by the charge-based through-space interaction; when the positively (negatively) 
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charged ion reaches the ITO surface, it results in the formation of dipoles pointing outward from 
(toward) the ITO surface. To further clarify the mechanism, control experiments were performed 
in a NaCl solution without polyelectrolytes and we did not observe any meaningful shift in work 
function (data not shown). 
 
 
Figure 5.7 (a) Schematic illustration of the electrophoretic deposition of PSS:Na under positive 
bias. (b) Work function shift, relative to bare ITO, of ITO/PSS:Na (triangles) and ITO/PDDA:Cl 
(squares), which were prepared using an electrophoretic deposition method. 
 
In order to further investigate the influence of a charge-based through-space interaction, 
samples deposited with PS using an electrospraying technique were prepared. Electrospraying 
was performed by injecting polystyrene from a 2 mg mL-1 solution in chloroform at a rate of 0.25 
mL h-1 while applying a bias of 9 kV on the injecting tip relative to a backing plate. The substrate 
is placed in the injection path (Figure 5.8a). PS does not have any functional group which can 
easily interact with hydroxyl groups on the ITO surface nor does it have any acidic or basic 
moiety. The electrospraying technique allows us to achieve deposition of dissolved organic 
materials onto the desired substrate by forming charged droplets driven by the electric field we 
applied.38 As shown in Figure 5.8b, when +9 kV is used during PS deposition, the positively 
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charged PS droplets which were produced lead to a negative charge on the surface of ITO. Thus, 
the work function of ITO decreases by 1.5 eV because of the resulting dipole. The degree of 
work function shift by this electrically induced charge gradually decays for both positive and 
negative cases since neutral compounds such as PS cannot stabilize either positive or negative 
charge permanently. Remarkably, the positively charged PS shifts ITO’s work function more 
strongly than a negatively charged (deposited at -9 kV) material, and it remains more stable over 
time. It is reasonable to postulate that n-type ITO has an excess of relatively free negative 
charge39, which enables it to stabilize the positive charge of PS deposited at +9 kV. This result is 
consistent with our hypothesis that the work function can be modified by the charge-based 
through-space interaction, even though there is no direct surface interaction with the surface 
hydroxyl groups on ITO.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 (a) Schematic illustration of an electrospraying deposition. (b) Work function shift, 
relative to bare ITO, of ITO/PS when PS is deposited at –9 kV (triangles) or +9 kV (squares) by 





5.3 Experimental Section 
5.3.1 Materials and Instrumentation 
All polymers and solvents were used as received from Sigma Aldrich. The work function 
shift of samples, relative to a clean ITO, was measured using a homemade Kelvin probe.40 C-
AFM and KPFM measurements were performed using Asylum Research MFP-3D under ambient 
conditions. A Pt-Ir5-coated contact-mode AFM probe (Nanosensors, ATEC-CONTPt, spring 
constant 0.2 N m-1) was used for the top contact of C-AFM, and a PT-coated Si Probe 
(Nanosensors, stiffness ~0.5-1 N m-1, resonant frequency ~75 kHz) was used for KPFM 
measurements.41 UPS spectra were recorded in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber using He I (21.2 
eV) photons at a resolution of 0.01 eV.  
  
5.3.2 Film Fabrication 
 ITO (Delta Technologies CG-50IN-S107) was cleaned prior to use by sonicating in 
isopropanol and acetone each for 10 min, followed by a 10 min UV-ozone treatment. Polymer 
solutions were typically cast on ITO at 3000 rpm for 30 s from 2 mg mL-1 solvent: PVA, 
PSS:Na, poly(styrenesulfonic acid) (PSS Acid), poly (acrylic acid) (PAA), poly(acrylamide) 
(PAAm), poly (acrylic acid) sodium salt (PAA:Na) and PDDA:Cl were cast from water; 
poly(ethylenimine) (PEI), PEIE (both at 0.4 wt%), and poly(vinylphenol) (PVPhOH) are cast 





 In conclusion, this study was performed to understand how polyelectrolytes modify the 
work function of their substrate by focusing on a combination of the surface interaction and the 
charge-based through-space interaction. We have shown that when acid-like or base-like 
polyelectrolytes were deposited on ITO substrates, they induce a work function shift by the 
formation of a surface dipole on ITO. The work function shift is also observed when the direct 
contact between the ITO substrate and polyelectrolyte is blocked by placing an inactive spacer, 
although the shift is not as strong as without the spacer. In addition, when an electrophoretic 
deposition technique was used with ionic polyelectrolytes, which has a negligible effect on the 
work function shift of ITO when spin cast, ITO samples showed a work function shift. 
Furthermore, it is interesting to find that the work function of ITO coated with PS, which is 
neutral, could be modified through the charge-based through-space interaction by employing an 
electrospraying technique. Taken together, these observations consistently suggest that while the 
surface interaction is the major factor affecting work function modification processes, the 
charge-based through-space interaction has also a significant effect on modifying the work 
function of electrodes. These results motivate the selection and design of materials for work 
function modification of their electrodes in organic electronic devices. 
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Conclusions and Future Outlook 
 
6.1 Research Summary 
This dissertation first presents a systematic study on molecular design of conjugated 
polymers to achieve liquid crystalline (LC) phases and consequential control of polymer 
alignment, as a strategy towards the inherently favorable chain alignment characteristics, 
suppressing the entanglement and random orientation of the polymer chains. Although 
conjugated polymers have various advantages over inorganic counterparts, such as readily 
tunable properties, mechanical flexibility, solution processability, lightweight, and low cost, 
organic electronic devices constructed from them suffer from low charge transport properties, 
somewhat limiting their practical applicability. This inferior performance mainly stems from the 
intrinsic disordered nature of polymers. Their coiled conformation, chain entanglement, and 
random orientation limit the intrachain charge transport and necessitate slow interchain and 
sluggish domain-to-domain charge hopping. In order to minimize the interchain and inter-
domain hopping and achieve high-performance in organic electronics, effective polymer design 
parameters for directed alignment of polymer chains have been studied in Chapter 2. 
Specifically, the design efforts in this dissertation are focused on giving LC properties to 
conjugated polymers so that the LC conjugated polymers can have an intrinsic capability to be 
aligned along an external shear field. By means of eight newly designed conjugated polymers, 
we not only validated the universal applicability of the previously identified design parameters1, 
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but also expanded and further clarified the design factors as follows: (1) the planarity of polymer 
chains, (2) intramolecular interaction moieties for chain planarity, (3) the effective bulkiness of 
side chains, and (4) surface energy of the polymers. Chapter 3 enlarges the design space by 
employing cleavable side chains, which enables the synthesis of LC polymers to form solvent-
resistant highly aligned films. Chain alignment and solvent resistance of the films prepared by an 
LC polymer with cleavable side chains are achieved by means of FTM, an LC phase-assisted 
film fabrication method. The successful LC phase-assisted alignment was achieved in the 
presence of an optimum amount of high boiling point solvent during the film formation process, 
which provides ample time for polymer chains to self-assemble and align. The degree of chain 
alignment was confirmed by high optical (~4.8) and electrical (~14) anisotropies by polarized 
UV-vis absorption measurements and the fabrication of the organic field effect transistors 
(OFETs), respectively. The chain alignment was maintained during the side chain cleavage, and 
thus highly aligned solvent-resistance polymer films were successfully achieved.   
The importance of interface engineering for efficient charge transport in organic 
electronic devices is thoroughly investigated and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Charge 
transport in OFETs is known to be mainly determined by a thin charge accumulation layer 
adjacent to the semiconductor-gate dielectric layer interface.2–7 In this context, the contribution 
of the semiconducting polymer films near the interface to the charge transport behavior in the 
corresponding devices would be critically important. To date, studies of this contribution have 
emphasized mainly on controlling the thickness of the films.8–13 However, changes in film 
thickness often accompany changes in other factors, such as the charge transport path and 
homogeneity of the film, which can also affect the charge transport properties in the resulting 
films. To overcome this issue, Chapter 4 describes a unique experimental design, which enables 
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a discrete modulation of the polymer chain alignment direction for each layer in multilayered 
films by FTM. To be specific, we fabricated polymer films by using FTM in such a way that the 
bottom layer is close to the polymer-dielectric interface and the top layer is in contact with the 
source-drain electrodes. When the polymer chains in the bottom layer had a parallel orientation 
and the chains in the top layer were oriented perpendicular to the source-drain direction, a more 
than three times higher mobility was observed in comparison to the opposite case. More 
transistor devices were fabricated varying the bottom and top layers polymer chain orientations. 
The analysis of the device performance evidently revealed that the orientation direction of the 
bottom layer has a much stronger impact on the overall device performance compared to that of 
the top layer. Considering that the effective charge accumulation forms at the bottom 
layer/dielectric interface, these results are in good agreement with the theoretical expectation. 
They clearly strengthen the fundamental understanding of the role of polymer chain orientation 
in efficient charge transport and the ideal device architecture, providing a solid foundation for 
various applications in organic electronics.  
The research focus of Chapter 5 is also on the importance of interface engineering in 
high performance organic electronics. Organic electronic devices function based on charge 
injection and charge extraction between electrodes and the organic semiconducting layers. When 
the work function of a metal (i.e. the minimum energy required to remove an electron from a 
metal surface) and the energy level of the organic semiconducting layers are close to each other, 
the charge injection and extraction barrier is small, allowing efficient charge transport. 
Accordingly, various methods have been devised to modulate the work function of metal 
electrodes to control the charge transport character at the interface. However, the origin of the 
change in work function has remained elusive. In order to investigate the origin of this work 
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function modification, carefully selected polymers and polyelectrolytes (i.e. polymers with 
several ionizable groups) were coated on ITO by means of a few different film forming methods, 
such as electrophoretic deposition, electrospraying technique, and spin-coating method. 
Additionally, a thin insulating spacer layer was placed between the work function modifying 
polyelectrolytes and ITO to examine the effect of through-space charge buildup. The fabricated 
films allowed us to study how the work function of electrodes can be modulated with or without 
a direct surface interaction between the electrode and the polymer layer. The experimental results 
consistently suggest that while the surface interaction is the major factor affecting the work 
function of electrodes, the through-space charge interaction has also a significant effect on the 
work function.  
 
6.2 Future Outlook 
The devised conjugated polymer design strategy for directed alignment through the 
lyotropic LC phase invites an opportunity to achieve efficient charge transport in organic 
electronic devices. To fully utilize the design rules, described in Chapters 2 and 3, it would be 
desirable to thoroughly investigate and expand feasible moieties in the future. Incorporation of 
the presented design rules into the reported moieties having intrinsically efficient charge 
transport properties is expected to result in high performance in the corresponding devices. 
Moreover, investigating reconfigurable moieties, such as diarylethene,14,15 in the conjugated 
polymer design to enhance further charge transport properties by replacing the tetrahedral carbon 
linkage and bulky side chains, is an interesting future research direction. To be specific, the 
tetrahedral carbon atom and bulky side chains play a key role in avoiding massive aggregation, 
but they prevent polymer chains from forming a closely packed structure. The use of 
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diarylethene units could overcome this problem, because they can undergo a ring-closure 
reaction triggered by UV irradiation, which induces highly planar and closely packed polymer 
chains.  
In Chapter 4, a discrete modulation of polymer chain orientation directions of each layer 
in a multilayered film by FTM is presented. This precise regulation of the orientation direction in 
a ~14 nm thick polymer film makes it possible to demonstrate that the orientation direction of 
semiconducting polymer layer near the polymer/gate dielectric interface is the determining factor 
in the overall charge transport in OFETs. Future work in exploring ultrathin conjugated polymer 
films (i.e. thinner than 10 nm) with high surface uniformity and roughness can extend the value 
of this study because such films possess unique advantages for various applications.16–18 For 
example, using rationally designed thin films can provide high sensitivity and fast response rate 
in potentiometric sensors because of the reduced distance between the surface of the film, where 
the analyte binding and recognition occur, and the effective charge accumulation layer near the 
semiconductor/gate dielectric interface. In addition, the ultrathin functionalized films are highly 
desirable for conformable, lightweight, and flexible health care devices and radiofrequency 
identification tags.  
In Chapter 5, the work function modification mechanism is investigated to be disclosed 
as a combination of the surface interaction and the charge-based through-space interaction.  This 
exploration allows for a wide variety of material selections for modifying work function of 
electrodes in organic electronics. In order to take full advantage of this finding, further 
investigation of other commonly used electrode materials such as gold, aluminum, and silver is 
highly recommended. Moreover, the current understanding of the work function modification 
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mechanism can be further strengthened by computational studies, for example, the calculation of 
the distance of the charge-based through-space interaction.     
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